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INTRODUCTION 
 

Outdoor Activities require an element of risk (either real or apparent) to be 
adventurous. As outdoor education professionals, the teaching staff at the centre are 
experienced in managing risk in the outdoors and in matching that risk to the 
needs/abilities/age/adventure threshold of the groups with whom they work. 
 
An essential control for all hazards associated with these activities and venues is 
that they are led only by suitably trained and experienced staff. The centre has a 
system for the authorisation of all activity staff and this is a vital control for all these 
hazards. At the morning meeting decisions regarding suitability of activities and 
venues are made by the senior staff present and /or Head of Department.    
 
Staff should always use their judgement when dealing with any situation using 
dynamic risk assessments.    Staff should not feel under pressure from groups, 
visiting staff or management to undertake an activity they feel that they may be 
unable to manage. 
  
As of 2008 the risk assessments are arranged so that the generic risk assessment 
for each activity is followed by BPC site specific assessment for the venues used for 
that activity. As a result the complete risk assessment , say for rock climbing at 
Brimham Rocks, comprises of the Generic Event Specific RA (i) followed by the 
Generic Risk Assessment No. (ii) followed by the Generic RA’s for Rock Climbing 
No.(4), followed by the site specific RA’s for Rock Climbing  e.g. No. (4.1) for 
climbing activities at Brimham Rocks. The RAs have been arranged this way to 
prevent unnecessary duplication and to focus attention on the key elements for each 
activity and site. 
 
These activity risk assessments should also be used in conjunction with the centre’s 
Operating Procedures. For each activity these provide further more detailed 
information on how control measures identified in these risk assessments can be 
implemented and more detailed guidance on approved methods of operation. 
    
As far as possible all new sites should be risk assessed prior to use.  This should 
then be submitted for editing and approval before inclusion in the risk assessments.   
 
In some cases, for example a mountain or hill walk, it is not practically possible to 
risk assess a ‘site’, because the route may cover many miles of varied countryside 
and terrain. In such cases our trained staff will rely on the generic activity RA, which 
lists the hazards typically found in such environments and  dynamically risk assess 
the on-going activity based on prior experience and training. 
 

Amendments to Risk Assessments 
 

All the risk assessments are working documents and are reviewed as the need 
arises (At least once a year or following an incident).  Any change to these 
documents should be done via discussion at staff meetings.  
The revised document will then be circulated to all teaching staff via e-mail and a 
hard copy placed in the important information archive file in the staff workroom.  
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The complete set of RA Documents on the centre server will be updated at the same 
time. All amendments since the last Annual Review are highlighted in red. The 
printed versions in the staff workroom and Head’s office will be updated with new 
pages where necessary.              

 
Generic Risk Assessments 

 
These are provided to give a general overview of the risk management considerations 
to be taken into account with the named activities. 

It is intended that Risk Assessments Numbers (i) and (ii) will be applied to every 
visit or activity, and consideration should be given also to the application of 
Risk Assessment Number (iii), where indirect/remote supervision is planned.  
The appropriate elements of Risk Assessment Number (v - Transport) should be 
applied. 

 They may be used in conjunction with the OLS Event Specific format 

 These generic risk assessments should be used to carry out an Event Specific risk 
assessment for the particular group of pupils involved 

 In some circumstances it may be appropriate to carry out and produce a written 
Site Specific Risk Assessment 

 Each activity must always have suitable and sufficient briefing and supervision 
arrangements for all participants 

 Prescriptive rules and tariffs are not appropriate for qualified Activity Leaders, who 
have a range of strategies and are able to select safe procedures to manage 
hazards in ever changing environmental conditions.  Young people should not be 
placed in a position of risk for its own sake and their experience should match 
desired learning outcomes, consistent with real and positive learning experience.  
Appropriately qualified and experienced Activity Leaders will use their knowledge, 
together with the information on the following risk assessments, to plan, prepare 
and successfully manage both subjective and objective dangers 

 The NYCC Outdoor Education Service may on occasions work to different 
parameters as befitting the familiarity with a location, experience and qualification 
of staff and extensive back up and emergency support that is immediately 
available. Their Site Specific Risk Assessments and Centre Operating Procedures 
will reflect this context 
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(i) Annual Generic Event Specific Risk Assessment 
for Outdoor Activities 

School:   
Bewerley Park 
Centre  

Location/Purpose: 
All programmed activities 

Date(s): 
As booked by 
clients  

Group Leader: 
As timetabled  

Other Staff: 
As timetabled  

No. Pupils: 
See planning and on-
going management  

Year Group(s): 
As booked by client  

 
 

Identifying significant hazards –  
assessing the risk 

Control measures –  
suitably managing the risk 

Who needs 
to know 

 
Group     
  

 As identified with client during 
planning  

 Submission of relevant 
medical/social/behavioural/ 
information 

 Unforeseen issues during the 
visit  
 

 
 
 

 As recorded in 
accompanying 
documentation from client  

 Discussion/decisions at 
staff meetings  

 

 
 
Programmed 
activity staff 
& relevant 
support staff  
 

 
Transport 

 As identified in OLS Transport Risk assessment (v) 

 As identified in BPC procedures for use of minibuses 
 

 
 
Driver  

 
Site and it’s environment 

 As Identified in BPC Site Specific Risk assessments  

  As Identified in LA Generic Activity Risk assessments  
 

 
 
Programmed 
activity staff 

 
Activity Arrangements 

 As Identified in OLS Generic Activity Risk assessment (ii) for all 
visits and activities. 

 As Identified in OLS Generic Activity Risk assessment (iii) 
Unaccompanied Activities – Remote Supervision. 

 As Identified in OLS Generic Activity Risk assessments for relevant 
activity. 

 

 
 
Programmed 
activity staff 
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Alternative Plans (Plan B/Plan C) 
As determined  

 Through pre- planning with client  

 At BPC morning staff meeting 

 By activity leader through on going risk assessments  
 

 
On-going risk assessment – the most essential element – NOTE THE FOLLOWING:  
 

1. Apply the control measures 2. Monitor how effective they are 3. Change, adapt, revise 

as required 

 
 
Emergency contacts and procedures 
 
BPC emergency procedures  
BPC major incident plan 
 

Risk Assessment completed: Date: 1st February 2015 Head of Centre: Erica Caswell  

  

 On an annual basis, every member of the activity staff should sign to say they have 
read and understood these risk assessments.  

 All new members of staff should do the same at induction , prior to any involvement 
in activity leadership 

 This risk assessment must be reviewed and renewed for 2016 prior to any activity 
commencing 1st February 2016 

 All staff to sign on an annual basis prior to work on the 1st  February 2016 

 Any interim amendments must be published and a record kept in the important 
information file BPC teaching staff room   

 

 
Reviewed by: 

 
Date of next review by Head of Centre 1st February 2017  
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(ii). Generic Risk Assessment for all educational visits and 
activities 

This must be read in conjunction with the Generic activity risk assessments and 
activity site specific risk assessments. 

 
HAZARDS 

 Road traffic accidents 

 Slips/trips/falls/strains etc. 

 Group Leader incapacitated 

 Objects falling from height 

 Equipment failure 

 Cold related conditions (hyperthermia, frostbite) 

 Heat related conditions (sunburn, dehydration, heat 
exhaustion, heat stroke 

 Other adverse weather related conditions e.g. lightening, 
strong/gusting winds etc. 

 Getting lost/separated from group 

 Unplanned/inappropriate entry into water/drowning 

 Burns, fire/smoke injuries 

 Cuts from Barbed Wire fencing 

 Substance abuse, alcohol, drugs 

 Diseases, illness stings/bites etc. 

 Adverse contact with animals/plants: kicks, trampling, 
bites, stings 

 Abuse/inappropriate contact with strangers 

 Manual handling issues 

 Being hit by lightning 

 Risk from carcinogenic spores from bracken in Autumn 

CONTROL MEASURES 

 Appropriate and approved leadership, briefing, supervision and supervision ratio 
 Adventure activity leadership in line with Adventure Activity Matrix 
 Ability, qualification and previous experience of accompanying staff  
 Availability of prepared Plan B 
 All equipment checked and fit for purpose 
 Seasonal issues/daylight considered 
 Weather forecast/underfoot conditions/surface water conditions/depth and speed of 

water/tidal implications considered/impact of weather on activity e.g. strong winds – 
woodland activities, cycling 

 Near water apply controls described in “Safety at Water Margins” (Appendix I) and 
any other appropriate measures 

 Swimming ability and water confidence identified if activity is in, on or near to water 
 Relevant local knowledge 
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 Previous experience, age, ability, fitness of young people 
 Warm up activities, as appropriate 
 Arrangements for pupils with special needs, medical conditions or requiring 

particular attention  
 Staff to pupil ratio, defined groups and regular head counts 
 Communications between staff and back to school or base 
 Appropriate personal protective equipment available to pupils and staff 
 Emergency procedures in place and equipment carried/available 
 Fire safety procedures in place 
 Appropriate briefing of students 
 Remain aware that old barbed wire fences may be hidden in areas of overgrown 

foliage 
 Application of strategies to prevent cold related conditions (hypothermia/frostbite) 
 Application of strategies to prevent heat/sun related conditions 

(sunburn/dehydration/heat exhaustion/heat stroke) 
 Appropriate rests for re-hydration/food/shade/shelter/application of sunscreen etc. 
 Use of eye protection against sun damage 
 Use the “30 – 30” Rule for assessing the risk from lightning strike – If 30 seconds or 

less between flash and thunder, then take shelter.  When 30 minutes has passed, 
then continue with activity.  Staff to interpret this dynamically. 

 Avoid heavy bracken in Autumn and encourage students and staff to wear cloth 
over mouth 

 

NOTES 

 Accidents to young people, including several fatalities, highlight the need for great care 
in or near water – refer to Safety at Water Margins. 
 Each excursion must be risk assessed on an individual basis and not to rely on 

previous assessments.  Recent accidents have occurred to parties led by staff that 
have run incident free activities for many years.  

 It is good practice to involve young people both in the risk assessment process and 
in the safety precautions to be followed. 
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(iii). Unaccompanied activities – remote supervision 

 
HAZARDS 

 All hazards identified in Generic Risk Assessment No. 1 apply 
but the risks may be heightened by the lack of direct 
supervision, which means the following additional controls may 
be required 

 

CONTROL MEASURES 

 
 Appropriate group size/use of buddy system 
 Groups must be trained, briefed and assessed as competent for the proposed 

activity 
 Staff to have sufficient knowledge of students and venue to assess suitability of 

proposed activities and arrange appropriate monitoring 
 Clear geographical boundaries set 
 Appropriate behaviour standards agreed 
 Clear emergency briefing for all students including what to do if lost, frightened etc, 

where supervisory staff will be located 
 Clear timings set for activity and everyone aware of meeting points. Groups must 

have watches 
 Outdoor activity groups must have clear and concise instructions for emergency 

procedures and have emergency contact numbers. These in turn must be 
permanently staffed by a person who has a clear idea of the necessary action to be 
taken 

 Groups should be self sufficient in any emergency equipment 
 

NOTES 

 
 Each group member should carry an emergency card with appropriate contact phone 

numbers/residential address/emergency plan reminder etc. 
 Mobile phones/radios are frequently out of range in the hills and although useful at 

times, must thus be regarded as just another layer of cover. 
 D of E training and assessment expeditions must be approved via the D of E office.  
 A pre-visit to accommodation is always to be recommended to ensure its suitability for 

the proposed visit. 
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(iv). Residential Visit Accommodation 

 
HAZARDS 

 Fire 

 Building/grounds fabric 

 Electricity and electrical appliances 

 Catering 

 Child protection 

 Lost students 

 

CONTROL MEASURES 

 Use/consideration of provider’s domestic site specific risk assessment, where 
appropriate 

 Check accommodation has a fire risk assessment (Abroad – ensure it meets the 
appropriate national standards and assess safety before using.) 

 Staff inspection of fire precautions on arrival. 
 Students with mobility issues to have carried out, with the aid of carers and course 

director, the PEEP process. (Personal Emergency Evacuation Plan) 
 Briefing of students on emergency procedures (if possible a fire practice should be held 

on the first day) 
 Visual inspections of stairways, balconies, bath/shower facilities, furniture, electrical 

sockets etc. (preferably on a pre-visit inspection and again on arrival and record/report to 
travel agent rep/hotel as appropriate) 

 Group has exclusive use of the sleeping accommodation (preferred) or at least all group 
rooms are adjacent or in the same area of the accommodation.  Where this is not 
possible there must be suitable deployment of staff to provide appropriate supervision in 
accommodation close  to the students 

 All staff accommodation, including Group Leader, to be adjacent to students, unless 
remote or indirect supervision has been agreed by the Headteacher/EVC 

 Group accommodation is segregated by gender unless accommodation prevents this 
(e.g. single room Mountain Hut) 

 Student rooms can be locked if necessary but staff can always gain access  
 All accompanying staff and volunteers must have valid CRB clearance 
 Student rooms cannot be accessed from outside (ground floor windows, balconies with 

fire exits etc) 
 External doors and windows are secure against intrusion – or if staying in hotel, main 

door is continually staffed by hotel staff 24 hours 
 An alarm to be maintained in the accessible toilet/shower facility 
 Pupils know where staff will be throughout the night 
 Pupils are checked into rooms at “lights out” 
 Catering staff have food hygiene qualifications 
 Students are not involved in catering or washing up unless the activity has been 

specifically risk assessed and is properly supervised/managed/training given (e.g. DEAS 
Expedition training) 

 Students should be carefully briefed about boundaries for down time and timings/ 
locations of meetings 

 “Signing out” and “signing in” system is in place and used 
 Regular meetings for “head counts” should be held 
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NOTES 

 It is good practice for younger students to wear easily identifiable clothing, badges or 
hats. 

 Students should not wear any badge identifying them by name. 
 Students should know details of their destination and of school contacts. It would be 

good practice for younger students to carry written details of these. 
 Accidents have occurred as a result of misuse of hotel balconies.  Balconies also 

present possible unauthorised entry and exit points for pupils and /or unwelcome 
visitors. 
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SITE SPECIFIC  (iv)a. Centre Buildings 

This R.A is for use of BPC 
and visiting teaching staff. 
This has been written in 
conjunction with the 
facilities site specific R.A.’s 
(available if required) 

Classrooms, Assembly Hall, Common Room, Library, Office 
areas, Stores, Dining Room, Dormitories, Washblocks, Drying 
rooms 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES  

 Inappropriate 
pupil 
behaviour/ 
access/ use of 
facilities/ 
equipment 

 Proper supervision and briefing of pupils 
 Proper briefing of visiting staff 
 Both pupils and visiting staff thoroughly briefed at start of course 

on expectations of behaviour, safety, and responsibilities  
 Assessment of pupil behaviour to assess level of supervision 

needed 
 Control of pupil access to buildings by use of locks and key 

codes  

 Fire  All pupils staying residentially take part in a full fire drill on first 
day of course 

 Visiting staff briefed on what to do in the event of fire 
 BPC staff  fire awareness trained – specific to site  
 Facilities Manager oversees maintenance and management of 

fire systems 
 Appropriate fire fighting equipment in place 
 Fire notices and exit signage in place 
 When pupils with disabilities are staying in the Centre, their 

needs will be assessed and discussed with visiting staff and a 
group or individual fire evacuation plan -‘PEEP’ will be drawn up 
prior to arrival  

 All residents must be evacuated from buildings in under 4 
minutes. 

 Fire doors and access/egress routes must be kept clear from 
obstruction at all times 

 Fire doors must not be propped open 
 Hair straighteners are a particular fire hazard and are not to be 

used 

 Stepped 
Entrances 

 Hand rails on steps where appropriate 
 Adequate lighting 
 Steps edge painted 

 Windows & 
Doors 

 Safety Glass in all low level doors and windows 
 Safety film fitted to all non safety glass 
 Finger protection guards fitted on doors 
 Safety catches/restrictors on dormitory windows to prevent 

opening wide enough to climb in and out 
 All external dormitory doors fitted with electronic key code 

system 
 All external doors comply to RRO’s with manual and electronic 

exit.  
 All electrically controlled doors will open automatically on power 

failure 
 All dormitory doors meet fire regulation standards (RRO’s) 
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 Furniture/ 
facilities 

 Sturdy, appropriate furniture (mainly fitted/fixed in Dorms) 
 Regular checks for safety and/ or damage and unsafe damaged 

furniture removed/ repaired 
 Pupils briefed re behaviour and care of facilities, especially in 

dorms 
 The moving of furniture  to create space for activities (ie chairs 

and tables in dining room) only to be done with appropriate 
briefing / supervision and with consideration of manual handling 
issues 

 There is a system of daily dormitory inspections and damage/ 
maintenance issues reporting  

 Flooring  Appropriate matting in entrance ways to prevent slipping/ 
carriage of dirt into buildings 

 Regular inspection of condition of carpets and other flooring, 
particularly floor tiles in washblocks 

 Floor regularly cleaned and maintained by facilities staff  
 Mops and brushes and ‘wet floor’ warning signs available if 

necessary 

 Stored Activity 
Equipment 

 Dangerous/ specialist equipment stored in locked stores/ 
cupboards 

 Pupils behaviour assessed regarding access to/ level of 
supervision in rooms where activity/recreational/ educational 
equipment is stored 

 BPC staff to ensure equipment stored in areas where pupils 
have access is stored safety and tidily 

 Electrical 
equipment 

 Special safety plugs in all dorms to prevent use of client’s 
personal electrical equipment 

 Fixed socket hair dryers in wash blocks 
 All mains powered portable electrical appliances in good 

working order and tested for electrical safety  
 Centre electrical equipment only  to be used by BPC or visiting 

staff or by pupils under their direct supervision  
 Block multi adaptors – not to be used 

 Recreational 
and educational 
equipment for 
pupil use 

 Computers in library only to be used by pupils under staff 
supervision 

 Appropriate briefings and levels of supervision of games in the 
common room  

 Careful assessment of pupil behaviour regarding levels of 
supervision needed when using equipment/ facilities, particularly 
in recreational time 

 Food and Drink  Pupils briefed and supervised by duty staff in the dining room at 
meal times. Number of pupils moving around/ clearing tables 
carefully managed  

 Pupils discouraged from having food and drink in dormitories 
and from carrying hot drinks around 

 Kitchen 
Hatches and 
equipment 

 No pupil access to the kitchen  
 Teacher access to the kitchen limited to evening super time 

when no cooking is taking place and specialist equipment 
locked away 

 Warning signs on serving hatches when hot 

 Computers and 
office 
equipment 

 Pupils access to computers limited to separate network of 
computers in library under staff supervision 

 No pupil access to office areas or equipment 
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 Intruders  Dormitories have intruder alarms (Doorguard), visiting staff 
briefed on how to use them 

 Safety catches/restrictors on dormitory windows to prevent 
opening wide enough to climb in and out 

 Centre main gates locked at night when pupils on site 
 BPC and visiting staff briefed to challenge strangers seen onsite 
 All visitors and contractors have to ‘sign in’ in reception 

 Sickness/ Minor 
Injury 

 Equipment for clearing up sickness (plus spare bedding) 
available in teachers bed/bathrooms 

 First aid kits are available in staff bedrooms and main office 
areas. Appropriate signage in place 

 Yellow ‘bodily fluid’ boxes available in staff work room and the 
‘surgery’ 

Equipment 
 

Notes: 
 

The dormitories are the place in the Centre in which the largest number of accidents are 
recorded. Centre and visiting staff need to constantly challenge inappropriate behaviour and 
visiting staff need to ensure a presence at key times, such as bedtime/ lights out. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 

This R.A is for use of BPC 
and visiting teaching staff. 
This has been written in 
conjunction with the 
facilities site specific R.A.’s 
(available if required) 

 (iv) b. Centre Grounds 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Inappropriate 
behaviour of 
pupils in free 
time 

 Pupils assessed re level of supervision required and managed 
accordingly 

 Pupils and visiting staff briefed appropriately  

  Vehicles  Warning /speed limit signs and speed bumps on Centre grounds 
driveway 

 Pedestrian/ vehicle separation system – paths and group 
waiting area  

 Reversing warning bleepers on centre Mini buses 
 Staff awareness of care needed when manoeuvring in Centre 

Grounds 

 Visitors/ 
Intruders 

 Appropriate signage 
 All visitors required to sign in 
 Security locks and alarms on all dormitory doors 
 Both visiting and Centre staff briefed to challenge unknown 

adults seen on site  

 Activity 
Equipment and 
Apparatus on 
site 

 Pupils briefed on where they are allowed to go and to not go on 
apparatus without BPC staff 

 Fences /Warning Notices in place 
 Ladder locked and high poles not climbable without ladder 
 Apparatus and Equipment regularly checked for damage and 

maintained appropriately 

 Swimming pool  Access door and gate kept locked 
 Surrounded by high fence 
 Appropriate notices 
 Pupils briefed re no unsupervised access 

 Marsh area  Fenced off to regulation standards 
 Appropriate notices 

 Uneven 
surfaces on 
roads and 
paths 

 Monitored by facilities staff 
 Holes/damage coned/cordoned off if necessary 
 Appropriate maintenance and repair programme 
 Pupils briefed 

 Mole hills and 
rabbit holes on 
grassed areas 

 Pupils briefed 
 Monitored by teaching and facilities staff and significant hazards 

dealt with 

 Snow/ ice on 
paths/road 

 Monitored and staff and pupils warned of dangers 
 Areas gritted /cleared 

 Trees  Tree surveys done to check safety of trees 
 Pruning, cutting back or cutting down carried out if necessary 

 Boat yard  Boat yard kept locked overnight 
 Pupils briefed/supervised 
 Staff trained in safe use/ loading/stowage of trailers 

 Fuel storage  Fuel kept in secure designated area in proper fuel bunds 
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 Access limited to trained staff 

Notes 
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(v). Use of Minibuses; Trailers; Transport of people involved in 
activities 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Driver fatigue  Reduce journey time where possible  
 Journey times should be planned to accommodate a 15 minute break or 

change of drivers every 2hrs, and 30 minutes break after 4hrs.  
 Any journeys expected to be over 4 hours long will require 2 drivers.  
 Plan journeys carefully, know your route 
 Drivers must be suitably rested before undertaking long journeys 

particularly when the event is planned after a member of staff has 
completed a standard working day.  

 Stop driving if you feel tired 
 Be aware driving in poor conditions can lead to fatigue 

 Fitness to 
drive 

 Do not drive minibuses if you have any health issues which may 
affect your ability to drive safely. 

 Drivers must report any medical condition (in accordance with 
DVLA guidelines) which may affect their ability to drive. 

 Ensure your eyesight meets specifications or wear glasses/contact 
lenses if required. 

 Drivers must not take any substances which affect their ability to 
drive or drive whilst under the influence of alcohol. 

 Drivers must report any medication being taken that may affect their 
ability to drive. 

 Unsafe driving  All drivers must hold a current UK driving licence with appropriate 
category to drive vehicle in use. 

 Drivers must report any change (e.g. points) or removal of their 
licence. 

 All drivers must hold current MIDAS award for minibus driving and 
apply their standards for safe driving 

 If necessary driver should hold additional accessible certification. 
 Follow legal speed limits and other road traffic laws as appropriate 

to vehicle in use. 
 Don’t use mobile phone whilst driving. 
 Avoid distractions: students should be supervised by accompanying 

staff; eating; tuning radios etc. 
 If needed when parking, reversing or manoeuvring use a second 

person to help and avoid collision with persons or objects in blind 
spots. 

 Adverse 
weather 

 Check forecast prior to undertaking journey. 
 Allow more time to complete journey. 
 Braking distances may change – adjust driving speed and distances 

accordingly. 
 Fog/misty conditions will severely reduce visibility – use lights/fog 

lights; adjust driving speed, distance from vehicle in front. 
 High winds can affect vehicle stability – avoid journey if possible; 

change route. 
 Cold conditions may result in icy slippery surfaces – avoid journey if 

possible; change route; use vehicle fitted with snow tyres; carry 
salt/shovel to deal with lack of traction. 

 Very wet weather may result in localised flooding – avoid travel if 
possible; check planned route; use alternative route. Do NOT drive 
vehicle through water until you have safely assessed the depth and 
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flow rate (if any). If fast flowing and/or over 25cm deep do not 
attempt crossing. 

 Vehicle/trailer 
defects 

 Vehicle must have current MOT, insurance, section 19 permit. 
 Perform listed pre-drive vehicle checks and record in checks book. 
 Promptly report any defects to facilities manager 
 Do not use a vehicle which is deemed defective – consult Facilities 

Manager if in doubt. 
 Systems in place to remove defective bus from use if necessary. 
 Perform listed pre-drive trailer checks. 

 Unsafe loads  Ensure vehicle is not overloaded – if necessary carry excess load in 
a trailer. 

 Avoid blocking emergency exits. 
 Ensure loads are secure and will not fall or cause injury in the event 

of a crash or sudden braking. 
 Check security of loads on trailers before starting your journey. 

 Passenger 
comfort 

 Drive with awareness of passenger comfort. 
 Ensure passengers have adequate ventilation. 
 Be aware of travel sickness and carry adequate sick bags and 

cleaning materials. 
 Plan for appropriate comfort stops. 
 Pre-check that any mobility issues can be accommodated prior to 

leaving. 

 Passenger 
security 

 All passengers must be seated during journeys. 
 All passengers must wear seatbelts during journeys. 
 Use of seatbelts to be monitored and enforced by staff. Wheelchair 

users should either move to conventional seating or have adequate 
passenger restraint system if they remain in their wheelchair. 

 Brief passengers about safe behaviour 
 Supervise closing of doors to avoid trapped fingers or head injuries 
 Supervision of passengers by accompanying staff. 
 Be aware of open windows and the hazards they present. 
 Check passenger numbers/head counts as necessary . 
 Have arrangements for supervision at stops e.g. service stations, 

railway stations etc. 
 All staff must be advised on the agreed pick up and drop off 

arrangements, and ensure appropriate safe systems are in place in 
the event of drop offs requested by passengers outside the plans.  

 Young people to be briefed on what to do if separated from the 
group. 

 Appropriate sites for getting on and off transport. 
 If trailer impedes emergency exit the bus must have alternate 

emergency exit(s) and the passengers should be briefed 
accordingly. 

 Assessment of the use of wheelchair fixings on minibuses, safe 
emergency evacuation from wheelchair fixed minibuses. (e.g. 
MIDAS accessible assessment) Managers must ensure staff are 
competent in the use of wheelchair fixings and familiar with 
emergency evacuation procedures of wheelchair dependent service 
users.  

 Breakdown/ 
Accidents 

 All staff must be familiar with the emergency arrangements, 
including firefighting equipment, safe disembarkation in event of 
emergency, first aid provision and any special medical needs.  
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 Ensure vehicle is roadworthy and carries specified emergency 
equipment: fire extinguisher; first aid kit, hazard warning triangle, 
webbing cutter etc. 

 If trailer impedes emergency exit the bus must have alternate 
emergency exit(s) and the passengers should be briefed 
accordingly. 

 Copies of emergency procedures/contacts kept in vehicles 
 Drivers/staff carry mobile phones 
 Contingency plan for breakdowns 
 Move off roadway if possible; turn off engine. 
 Use of hazard warning lights; hazard warning triangle. 
 Ensure passengers are moved to a safe location and remain 

supervised 
 Call emergency services if necessary/perform first aid 

 Vehicle Fire  Have emergency evacuation plan in place. 
 2 litre foam extinguisher carried in all minibuses 
 Fire fighting should ONLY be attempted if necessary to get 

passengers out of the vehicle and if reasonably safe to do so. 
 Do not carry inflammable liquids in minibuses. 

 Personal 
safety 

 Ensure vehicles are regularly service and roadworthy 
 Carry mobile phone 
 Have emergency breakdown procedures in place 
 Don’t pick up hitchhikers 
 Keep valuables out of sight 
 Lock doors when you are away from the vehicle 
 Park safely in well lit, visible areas 
 Avoid ‘road rage’ incidents, do not overreact to or panic about other 

driver’s error, bad driving or poor attitude. Try to stay away from 
them and concentrate on your driving. 

 TRAILERS 

 Defective 
equipment  

 Driver error 
 
 

 Overloading/ 
adverse 
effect on 
vehicle 
handling 

 Blocked 
exits 
 
 
 
 
 

 Manual 
handling 
injury 

 Checks and use of trailers follows guidance in current NYCC OLS 
Trailer Policy & Guidance document (January 2013) 

  Perform listed pre-drive trailer checks to ensure trailer is 
roadworthy 

 The towing of trailers must be only undertaken by drivers, 
experienced in towing who hold the appropriate licence.  

  
 

 Do not exceed the carrying capacity of the trailer in use. 
 Do not exceed the maximum towing weight for vehicle in use. 

 
 

 A trailer must not be used on any minibus with rear facing doors 
which is carrying passengers, unless there is an emergency door 
on the nearside of the vehicle. In the event of a collision, it is likely 
that the trailer will obstruct the rear doors. The emergency exit 
procedure will need to be revised in such instances and passengers 
should be briefed accordingly. 

 Loading of trailers should be supervised by staff and helmets worn 
if necessary. Staff trained in manual handling techniques. Seek 
additional help if needed 

 Climbing on trailer should be avoided but if necessary appropriate 
footwear should be worn and a second person should provide 
support if needed. 
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 Impact with 
falling 
object 

 Slips and 
falls 
 
 
 

 Impact with 
part of 
trailer 

 Insecure 
load 

 
 
 

 If pushing a trailer wear appropriate footwear, ensure no one is in 
the direction of travel and consider manual handling issues. Get 
help from second person 
 
 
 

 Projecting trailer components should be clearly marked with high 
visibility paint/tape. 
 

 Load properly secured with suitable ties/cover/security strop.  
 Loads should be secured and checked at regular intervals 

 

 Hazardous 
loads/chemical
s 

 All staff must be advised on actions taken when carrying hazardous 
substance such as oxygen, flammable liquids, cleaning chemicals, 
or large equipment which if not secured pose serious seek of 
danger in the event of emergency stops.  

Notes 

General 

 A minibus is defined as any vehicle constructed or adapted to carry between 8 and 16 

 passengers and is less than 7.5 metres long. This risk assessment covers the use of 
minibuses (whether owned, hired or borrowed) when driven by OLS staff or visiting 
teachers 

 Risk of accident is increased if the driver is unfamiliar with the vehicle or area, working 
for a full day and driving long distances at the beginning and end of the day, or driving in 
unfamiliar road/off or poor road conditions 

 Please consult policy document for operating procedures 

 All guidance in the NYCC Guide to minibus operations should be followed at all times 

 Current MIDAS guidance and procedures should be followed at all times 
 
 
Hired coach/bus/minibus 

 Coach hired from LA approved company/reputable firm/correct licence/appropriate CRB 
arrangements for drivers and escorts 

 All arrangements to be agreed with contractor or Integrated Passenger Transport, if 
used 

 
Private vehicles 

 Driver and vehicle to comply with OLS policy for use of private vehicles 
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Generic  
  1a.   Hillwalking / Mountain Walking 
(Not Winter Conditions) 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Significant falls 
 Careful / appropriate group management  
 Careful route selection appropriate to group and 

conditions, with emergency alternatives 

 Steep ground 
 Careful route selection appropriate to group and 

conditions, with emergency alternatives 
 Careful / appropriate group management 

 Stone fall  Avoid areas with risk of stone fall 
 Wear helmets 

 Rivers/streams in 
spate 

 Avoid banks of rivers in flood 
 Avoid crossing rivers in flood – use bridges/change route 

 Getting 
lost/separated 

 Maps, compasses and the ability to use them in poor 
visibility 

 Carry a mobile phone/radio (see note below) 

 Adverse and 
sudden changes in 
weather conditions 

 Be aware and take account of changing weather 
conditions 

 Appropriate protective clothing/footwear and equipment  
 Appropriate safety gear/first aid for the conditions / 

weather and group  
 

Notes 

 
 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (ii) and 

(v) 
 Unaccompanied walks (or ‘remote supervision’ expeditions such as those undertaken 

by D of E groups) are seen as a separate and distinct activity.  As such they will 
require different strategies, preparation and route choice.  Also apply Generic Risk 
Assessment (iii) 

 Particular care must be taken in relation to crossing of streams, especially if water 
levels are high 

 Mobile phones/radios are frequently out of range in the hills and although useful at 
times, must thus be regarded as just one element of emergency equipment 
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GENERIC 
1b. Hill Walking / Mountain Walking 
(Winter Conditions) 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Significant falls  Careful route selection (particularly if not equipped with ice 
axes/crampons) with alternative planned routes including low 
level options 

 Steep ground   Consider the use of Ice axe, crampons, and have the ability 
to use them safely and appropriately 

 The safe use of ice axe and crampons must be taught before 
venturing into terrain where they may be necessary to make 
safe progress 

 Careful route selection (particularly if not equipped with ice 
axes/crampons) with alternative planned routes including low 
level options 

 Careful route selection (particularly if not equipped with ice 
axes/crampons) with alternative planned routes including low 
level options  

 Good local knowledge 

 Stone fall/ 
avalanches 

 Careful route selection (particularly if not equipped with ice 
axes/crampons) with alternative planned routes including low 
level options 

 Helmets must be worn if deemed appropriate by activity 
leader 

 Adverse and 
sudden changes in 
weather and snow 
conditions 

 Detailed local weather forecast, weather history and 
assessment of avalanche potential (use any report if 
available), strong/gusting winds 

 Be aware and take account of changing weather conditions 
 Appropriate protective clothing 

 Snow blindness  Use of appropriate sunglasses/goggles 

 Benightment  Early start/early finish 

 Wind slab, névé and 
poor runouts 

 Consider the use of Ice axe, crampons, and have the ability 
to use them safely and appropriately 

Notes 

 
 This must be read in conjunction with Risk Assessment Number (ii) and (v) 

 
‘Winter conditions’ cannot be defined by exact dates and the term includes: 

 all occasions when the route or any part of it is covered in snow or ice 
 When the existing or the forecast weather conditions for a route predict near freezing 

temperatures with strong winds or persistent rain or snow. 
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GENERIC  1c. Travel on Ice/Frozen Bodies of Water 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Breaking through 
the ice into water 

 Inspection of ice thickness prior to activity 
 Consider other routes or avoiding frozen bodies of water. 
 Water frozen to its full depth (regardless of depth) is preferred if 

it is to be travelled upon. 
 Visual Inspection of thickness of ice. Suggested 5” Minimum 

depth where possible. (Ref: MDNR Ice Thickness Guidelines, 
2009, see attached). Staff to use utmost care and consideration 
if ice is not frozen to its full depth. 

 If possible, attempt to break the ice at edge of body of water to 
gauge thickness and depth of freezing.  

 Ice may not be of a uniform thickness. Therefore where depth is 
assessed, set close and clear boundaries. 

 Group to remain off ice during inspection.  
 One person at a time 

 Uncontrolled 
sliding/slips 

 Consider other routes/avoiding frozen bodies of water. 
 Briefings to group as to most appropriate method of travelling 

over ice/frozen bodies of water. The chosen method(s) should 
acceptably reduce the chance of an uncontrolled slip or fall. 
This will depend on the nature and depth of ice as tested on the 
day and may also be affected by snow cover.  

 Demonstrate the chosen method of travelling over the ice. 
Reinforce this with appropriate levels of ongoing coaching and 
supervision depending on nature of group and activity. 

 Briefing to include strategies to avoid individuals colliding. 

 Individuals 
straying onto 
unchecked areas 
of ice 

 Brief the group in relation to boundaries set after inspection of 
ice. 

 Use of clear boundary markers to denote area for travel. 
Possibly rucksacks. 

 Rock or debris 
frozen into ice 

 This may show an area of weakness in the ice if not frozen to 
its full depth. 
 

Notes: 

 Travel over ice is affected by a highly changeable series of factors. Staff should always 
err on the side of caution when considering travelling over frozen bodies of water. 
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GENERIC 1d.  Camping 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Burns & scalds 

 Appropriate training in use of all equipment 
 Strict supervision of novice use of stoves 
 Safe storage of inflammable liquids/gas containers and 

strict procedures for changing gas canisters/refilling trangia 
stoves 

 Fire 

 Appropriate training in use of all equipment 
 Strict supervision of novice use of stoves 
 Don’t use stoves in or near tents 
 Tents well separated 
 Place stoves on non-flammable surfaces when in use  
 Only gas canisters with self-sealing valves should be used 

with gas lighting and gas stoves. Extreme caution should 
be exercised when changing canisters and this should only 
be done in the open air, and away from lit stoves. 

 Stoves should not be stored in sleeping areas in tents 
 Prohibit running and ball games in the vicinity of stoves and 

tents 
 With fixed camps, the kitchen area is particularly at risk of 

fire and should have its own water and sand buckets to 
hand 

 Carbon monoxide 
poisoning  

 Briefing and adequate training of users 
 Use stoves in well ventilated areas 

 Trip hazards etc.: guy 
lines/tent pegs/drying 
lines etc. 

 Student briefing 
 Use of bright visible lines  
 Adequate separation between tents is important for safe 

movement and fire safety 
 Prohibit running and ball games in the vicinity of stoves and 

tents 

 Injuries from falls with 
heavy sacks 

 Staff supervision and monitoring of student’s equipment 
 Appropriate choice of route 

 Excessive loads – back 
injuries 

 Staff supervision and monitoring of student’s equipment 
 Issue serviceable lighter equipment 
 Consider alternative plan that doesn’t involve excessive 

load carrying 

 Sickness / hygiene 
related illness 

 Careful briefing regarding personal hygiene, drinking 
water, personal washing, washing dishes and toileting 

 Exhaustion when 
mobile camping 

 Careful route selection for mobile camping (refer also to 
Risk Assessment Number 8, as appropriate) 

 Shared tents with suitable buddy(s) 
 Serviceable tents, sleeping bags and ground insulation 

 Separation during 
night/location of 
toilet/child protection 

 Staff tent(s) sited to provide suitable supervision of young 
people, unless provision has been made for remote 
supervision  

 There is potential risk of groups lowland camping being 
vulnerable to intrusion by unwanted visitors 

 Bad weather/Localized 
flooding 

 Careful selection of campsite and siting of tents taking into 
consideration other users, members of the public, 
likelihood of flooding. 
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 Detailed weather forecast and implementation of 
alternative plan if necessary 

NOTES 

 This must be read in conjunction with Risk Assessment Number (ii) 
 Different upland or ecologically sensitive areas may have their own policy regarding the 

management of human waste and it would be prudent to check this prior to the trip. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 1.1 Local Hill Walks. 

Hazards Control Measures 

1. Guisecliffe - 
Guisecliffe walk via 
Yorke’s Folly/TV 
Mast/Treasure Hunt. 

 Disorientation if 
walking around 
bottom of Guisecliffe 
 

 Deep water 

 Staff should be aware that there are numerous deep cracks 
and holes and a substantial cliff edge.  Often difficult to see 
as they are frequently covered in vegetation 

 Thorough knowledge of area required by staff if venturing 
off the well marked footpath that runs along the top of 
Guisecliffe 

 Careful control/supervision of group required, particularly in 
TV Mast area – no unsupervised walking 

 Thorough knowledge required by staff before venturing off 
well marked paths 

 No unsupervised swimming/diving/jumping in Guisecliffe 
Tarn 

2. Trollers Gyhll 

 High water/flooding 
 Mine levels/shafts 

(particularly to east 
of the ghyll) 
 

 Liver Fluke may be 
present on water 
cress 

 Check local weather conditions & weather history before 
contemplating ascent/descent 

 Alternatives to traversing the gorge do exist 
 Keep to right of way 
 Careful control of groups – no unsupervised walking 
 Activity led by staff who are fully familiar and authorised with 

this venue.  
 All mine levels are out of bounds except the one at the mid 

point of the ghyll river left at GR. SE 068 620. Due to the 
short length of mine passage and clear high roof the use of 
helmets is not deemed necessary provided the group is 
carefully managed when they enter this level. 

 Do not eat watercress unless washed thoroughly in clean 
water 

3. Greenhow - mines 
walk 

  Mine shafts 

 Keep to right of way 
 Careful briefing of groups/supervision 

4. Brimham Rocks  to 
Centre walk – 

 Deep flowing water 

 If River Nidd in flood, an alternative route maybe required to 
the right of way running very close to the river, north side.  
This is in between the path coming from Knox Manor & 
before the joggling bridge (GR187638) 

 Staff to be at front of group and supervise around hazard   
 Care to be taken on footpath between Low Wood Farm and 

Smelthouses – path just after footbridge by weir badly 
eroding. 

 Beware of untethered farm dogs (incident March 2011) – 
carry large stick 

5. Yarnbury 

 Yarnbury Lead mines 
 Vertical Shafts 
 Eye injuries 
 Chemicals in mineral 

testing kits 

 The flues are unstable and should not be entered 
 Do not walk on any capping of shaft, lie down to look over, 

group control 
 Goggles to be worn – briefing and supervision 
 Briefing and supervision 
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6. Upper Nidd -Scar 
House to Middlesmoor 
to Upper Nidderdale 

 Exposed to weather 

 
 Adequate clothing to cope with weather 

7. Lofthouse to BPC 

 Deep flowing water 
 Briefing and supervision 
 Assessment by staff of suitability of water levels 

8. Simons Seat 

 Fall from Crag on top  
 Water margins 
 Waterfall area of 

Valley of Desolation 

 Briefing and supervision 
 Briefing and supervision to scrambling onto top 
 No unsupervised activity 

9.  Great Whernside -
Kettlewell to Gt 
Whernside –Scar  

 Remote area –no 
mobile cover –diff 
communication  

 Only for groups with appropriate level of fitness (everyone in 
group)  

 Additional clothing / food & drink for possible extended wait  
 weather conditions must be taken into account  
 Route card must be left at BPC (must include alternative 

routes) 
 Staff to be aware of nearest points for communications (i.e. 

Kettlewell & Stean villages)  

10. Pen-y-Ghent 

 Slippery steep path 

 
 Care needed if ascending/descending to footpath.  Goes 

through rocky outcrop – slippery when wet. 
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GENERIC 
1.6 Night Walks 
(Accompanied & unaccompanied, local routes ) 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Getting Lost 

 Appropriate briefing/familiarisation of route to visiting 
staff/students by Centre staff 

 Provide map 
 Provide mobile phone/radio for ease of contact  

 Group splitting   Adequate supervision & control of group 
 Regular head counts 

 Slips/trips/falls 
 Staff issued with phone/radio 
 Adequate lighting (if required) 
 Carry safety sack 

 Traffic/road users 

 Carry torches (if dark) 
 Wear safety bibs (if dark) 
 Briefing regarding walking on roads with no pavements  
 Direct supervision when crossing main road by bridge in 

Pateley (restricted vision) 
 Use pelican crossing 
 Maintain disciplined approach to road crossing 

 Water margins: 
River Nidd, 
Fishponds, Fosse 
Ghyll 

 Clear briefing 
 Adequate supervision 
 Choose alternate routes if water levels dictate 
 Adequate lighting (if dark) 

 Intimidation from 
local youths 

 Staff placed at Pateley ‘Youth Shelter’ / other strategic points 
to ensure pupil safety.  Any anti social behaviour to be 
monitored / logged / reported to local police. 

 Yorke’s Folly – 
Centre via Skrikes 
Wood 

 Staff to accompany students or be placed at strategic points to 
safeguard/supervise students and ensure correct route 

Equipment 

Safety sacks/ phones / radios /bibs /maps  

Notes 
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Generic 2. Environmental Studies 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Significant falls  Care with high walls on castle and fortified town visits 
 Party management appropriate to location 

 Falling objects   Helmets for all participants near cliff areas (geology 
excursions) 

 Water 
margins/drowning 

 Party management appropriate to location 
 Extreme caution with river studies in anything other than 

ankle deep water 
 Throwline to be carried and deployed by trained staff, 

where site requires such protection 

 Adverse and sudden 
changes in weather 
conditions 

 Be prepared to change planned activity in adverse 
conditions 

 Adverse ground 
conditions 

 Detailed weather forecast including tide times for coastal 
locations 

 Sudden changes in 
water levels or 
incoming tides 

 Detailed weather forecast including tide times for coastal 
locations 

 Pollution/debris 
 Pre-study visit 
 Be prepared to change planned activity in adverse 

conditions 

 Use of chemicals  Briefing/training for use of/carrying equipment, chemicals 
etc. 

 Ineffective personal 
hygiene 
facilities/options 

 Change of venue 
 Bring own washing facilities 
 Arrange toilet visit prior to arrival 

 Sheep and deer tics  Appropriate protective clothing and footwear 
  

 Eye injuries  Eye protection if using geology hammers etc. 

 Manual handling of 
equipment 

 Correct briefing/training 
 Check equipment before use 

 Collision with moving 
vehicle 

 Briefing re: dangers of road traffic etc. in urban and rural 
fieldwork 

 

Notes 

 This must be read in conjunction with Risk Assessment Number (ii) and (v) 
 A number of recent accidents and fatalities have reflected a total underestimation of the 

power of water and the effect of sudden immersion.  River study sites should be carefully 
chosen beforehand and not used if water levels rise in a short period of time.  Depths 
should alternatively be made from bridges with due regard for the dangers of leaning over 
railings! 

 The impact of fieldwork groups is an issue in more environmentally sensitive areas.  The 
digging of soil pits and use of geology hammers on rocks for instance should be avoided, 
particularly in sensitive areas. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 2.1 Northside Head Farm, Middlesmoor 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Infection  Ensure children are told not to put hands in mouth or eat 
food after touching animals or animal waste 

 Make sure children wash hands thoroughly after farm visit 
and before eating food 

 Check medicals for allergies before visit 
 Ensure appropriate footwear and clean afterwards as 

necessary 

 Livestock  Proper supervision 
 Only go into areas / take route shown on worksheet map 
 Assess dangers before entering fields/ barns 
 Only go elsewhere if accompanied by farmer 
 Only touch animals if the farmer has given permission to do 

so 

 Farm machinery  Proper supervision 

 Tripping/slipping  Proper supervision  

Equipment 

 
Staff should consider the need to take with them a container of liquid soap 
 
 

Notes 

 
 Northside Head Farm is a working farm.  It does not have public toilets or washing 

facilities. If you go when the farmer (Mr. Stephen Ramsden) is present hand washing 
facilities can be made available. If not, the day needs to be planned to allow for hands 
to be washed elsewhere immediately afterwards. There are public toilets at Scar House 
Reservoir, Middlesmoor village and Howstean.  

 
 Staff who are familiar with this venue can visit without the farmer being present but 

must follow the route/ guidelines on the worksheet 
 

 It is preferable to pre-arrange the visit so that the farmer can meet the group and escort 
them round. This is both more informative and safer. The farmer is more than happy to 
do this 
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Generic 3.  Orienteering 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Collisions/trips with 
rocks/trees/ 
branches/brambles/
nettles/ 
undergrowth etc. 

 Appropriate clothing and footwear (long sleeves and long 
trousers if risk of contact with nettles, brambles or barbed wire 
etc.) 
 

 Travel along roads  Staff briefing and supervision 
 Observance of highway code 

 Other users of ‘O’ 
area 

 Staff briefing and supervision 
 Students normally  in minimum of 2 when operating off site 

 Fall from height 

 Use of supervising staff at critical points or failing this use of 
barrier or tape 

 Students and supervising staff briefed on location of cliff/crag 
and steep ground hazards. 

 Students briefed on appropriate standards of behaviour during 
activity 

 Ambient 
temperature and 
wind chill 

 Weather forecast including wind strength and direction 

 Cold/hot injuries 

 Staff briefing regarding correct clothing for the current 
conditions 

 Use of sunscreen 
 Adequate hydration 

 Sheep and deer 
ticks 

 Appropriate clothing and footwear (long sleeves and long 
trousers) 

 Strong winds/falling 
branches or trees 

 Weather forecast including wind strength and direction 
 Avoid wooded areas in high winds 

 Dehydration  Adequate drinks 

 Getting 
Lost/Overdue 

 Use of buddy(s) groups where appropriate 
 Return to base times 
 Participants have whistles, watches and torches as 

appropriate 
 Distinctive sound signal for ‘return to base’ 
 Be aware of short winter afternoons/darkness 

Notes 

 
 This must be read in conjunction with Risk Assessment Number (ii) and (v) 
 Any new area for orienteering should be risk assessed prior to use. 
 Many of the hazards listed above will be reduced by ensuring the type of course and venue 

is matched and group ability.  
 Emergency whistles/ First aid sacks carried to remote areas 
 Consider use of handheld radios or mobile phones for supervising staff 
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GENERIC ACTIVITY 3.1 Orienteering  - Centre Grounds 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Fall from height 

 Students briefed about steep terrain hazards e.g. muddy 
slopes behind blocks 11 and 12. 

 Staff briefed to stay out of ‘Out of Bounds Areas’ marked on 
map – Ropes courses/zip wire etc. 

 Hazardous areas fenced 
 Students briefed not to climb trees 
 Staff supervision in areas of concern 

 Getting lost  Staff briefing on procedure if lost 
 Provide whistles if appropriate 

 Proximity to 
water/marsh 

 Area fenced 
 Stay within centre grounds 
 Avoid use of markers at end of driveway when the stream is 

high 
 Students briefed about hazardous areas – keep out of ‘Out 

of Bounds Area’ 
 Staff monitoring of students 

 Collision with 
vehicles  Staff briefing and supervision 

 Mowing equipment  Student briefing 
 Choose different time or venue 

 Trips and slips 

 Pupils briefed 
 Monitored by teaching and facilities staff and significant 

hazards dealt with  
 Mole hills and rabbit holes on grassed areas checked and 

levelled 

EQUIPMENT 

 Whistle 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
3.2  Orienteering  - Treasure Hunt / Fishponds 
Wood / Strikes Wood / Yorkes Folly 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Fall from height  Students briefed regarding locations of small crags within 
mapped area and appropriate behaviour  

 Supervising staff allocated to patrol these areas when 
students are using them. 

 Trips/slips  Make students aware of difficult terrain  
 Muddy/slippery banking 
 Tree roots 

 Deep water 

 Marsh/Deep Mud 

 Water margins -
River/ stream 
banks/ Fishpond 

 Point out to students the proximity of some markers to the 
stream/river and Fishpond  care required  

 Inform participants about areas of deep mud/marsh at north 
end of Fishpond and tell them to avoid this hazard 

 Supervising staff to monitor hazardous areas 
 Consider not using this venue for orienteering when water 

levels are high. 

 Travel on to the 
road out of centre to 
Fishponds or 
Yorkes Folly 

 Reminders to students regarding entering and using the 
roads  

 Briefing and supervision 
 Staff monitoring 

  Getting lost  Staff to brief regarding what to do if lost  
 Staff monitoring 
 Provide whistles if appropriate 
 Students operate in minimum of pairs when orienteering  

 Falling limbs from 
trees 

 Consider not using woods in very windy conditions  

 Fall from tree –
treasure retrieval  

 Briefing and direct supervision of activity 

Equipment 

 Emergency whistles 
 First aid sacks carried to areas 

Notes 

 Consider use of handheld radios or mobile phones for supervising staff 
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Generic  4a.   Rock Climbing & Abseiling   

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Significant falls  Appropriate choice of location, crag and route 
 All participants on outdoor crags, walls, towers and mobile 

facilities must wear helmets as directed by qualified staff or 
the facility 

 Falling objects   Use of helmets as directed by qualified staff or the facility 

 Incorrect belay 
technique or use of 
belay device 

 Careful training and supervision of belaying should take 
place with novices 

 Entrapment by 
equipment 

 Jewellery and rings must be removed, long hair tied back to 
avoid entrapment in belay and abseiling devices 

 Climber or abseiler 
inverting 

 Consider the use of chest harness to prevent inversion 

 Student 
inadvertently or 
purposely 
unclipping from 
harness 

 Consider tying directly into harness to avoid unclipping 

 Equipment / anchor 
failure   

 Careful checking of the fitting of equipment and belay 
anchors by competent staff 

 All anchors should be checked for suitability prior to use  

 Injuries to staff 
whilst setting up 
/leading climbs  

 In-house training/staff -suitably trained & assessed to 
safeguard themselves whilst setting up climbs  

 Rigging tampered 
with by other users 

 Do not leave rigging unattended e.g. at lunch 

 Misuse of in-situ 
anchors  

 In-house training/staff -suitably trained & assessed to use 
in-situ anchors when setting up climbs 

 Falls whilst 
bouldering, 
scrambling 

 Careful consideration/selection of suitable boulders 
 All spotters when bouldering  to be suitably trained 
 Participants wear helmets when bouldering  
 Consider use of bouldering mats but care to not use as 

replacement for correct choice of venue 

Notes 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (ii) and 
(v) 

 Briefing to visiting/other staff – so that staff are aware of where colleagues are 
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GENERIC 4b.   Winter Snow/Ice Climbing 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Belay failure  Training in use of belay equipment 
 Check equipment before use 

 Significant falls  
 The safe use of ice axe and crampons must be taught before 

venturing into terrain where they may be necessary to make 
safe progress.   

 Steep ground 

 Ice axe, crampons, and the ability to use them safely and 
appropriately  

 Participants in ‘snow craft’ training sessions must wear 
helmets and the site carefully selected for a safe run out for ice 
axe self-arrest practice and movement skills.  

 Stone fall/ 
avalanches/ 
other climbers 
dropping gear 

 All participants on outdoor crags, walls, towers and mobile 
facilities and indoor walls should must wear helmets as 
directed by qualified staff or the facility 

 Complete snow analysis (shear test and snow pit) 
 Avoid routes with climbers above, especially confined gullies 

 Getting 
lost/separated 

 Good local knowledge 
 Group briefing 
 Party Management 

 Adverse and sudden 
changes in weather 
and snow 
conditions 

 Detailed local weather forecast, weather history and 
assessment of avalanche potential (use any report if available) 

 Careful route selection with alternative planned routes 
 Appropriate protective clothing 

 Snow blindness  Appropriate eyewear 

 Benightment  Early start/early finish 

NOTES 

 
 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Numbers (ii) and (v)  
 ‘Winter conditions’ cannot be defined by exact dates and the term includes: 

 all occasions when the route or any part of it is covered in snow or ice 

 times when the existing or the forecast weather conditions for a route include near 
freezing temperatures with strong winds or persistent rain or snow  
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SITE SPECIFIC 4.1 Brimham Rocks- Exploration 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURE 

 Slips /falls greasy 
rocks 

 Use of helmets 
 Staff to assess situation and make appropriate choices of 

boulders to use  
 Adequate supervision of students to ensure all students 

are spotted where necessary 

 Cuts  Staff to assess the site for broken glass  

 Sprains and strains  Appropriate footwear for uneven terrain /briefing to ensure 
care is taken 

 Disorientation risk 
of fall in unfamiliar 
terrain 

 Staff are familiar with the venue 

 Loss of students 
whilst exploring 

 Staff briefing of students prior to activity and ensuring all 
students are supervised 

 Accompanying teacher / VI to bring up rear of group 

 Entrapment   
 

 Cuts and bruises 

 Staff to assess suitability of crawls for all the students 
plenty of alternatives  

 Wear adequate protective clothing to prevent minor 
scratches   

Equipment 

All participants to wear UIAA helmets. 

Notes 

 If students are to belay, a carefully structured teaching session is required to ensure 
complete understanding.  Thereafter, careful direct supervision is required. 

 There should be a structured build up of the activity to ensure the right level for each 
participant 

 Consider the use of other adults to be trained/supervised for belay 
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SITE SPECIFIC 4.2 Rock Climbing - Brimham Rocks 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Cuts from 
rubbish/glass 

 Check areas being used 
 Remove rubbish if possible 

 Disorientation – 
risk of falls in 
unfamiliar terrain 

 Sufficient supervision/control of group by staff – knowledge of 
area by staff 

 Entrapment  Careful consideration of suitability of Squeeze/Challenge for 
your group members.  Plenty of options 

 Falls whilst 
bouldering  

 Careful consideration/selection of suitable venues 
 All spotters to be suitably trained 
 Participants wear helmets 
 Consider use of bouldering mats but care to not use as 

replacement for correct choice of venue 

 Rope / equipment 
failure 

 Careful inspection of equipment prior to use 
 Attention to detail when rigging/belaying to prevent abrasion, 

particularly on gritstone 
 Use of padding 

 Overgrown 
vegetation 
(bracken/heather) 
obscuring 
difficult/dangerous 
terrain 

 Particular care at certain times of year 
 Good knowledge of site 

Equipment 

Safety sack to venue  
Staff to carry first aid kits/knives and bivvy bag with them 

Notes 

 
 Brimham Rocks can be very busy during certain times of the year – extra vigilance will be 

required during these busy periods 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
4.3 Rock Climbing – Slipstone Crag & Rhylstone  
Crag 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Any incident as crag 
is more remote  
involving 20-30  
minutes walk in/out 

 Take mobile phone to site, to ease communication problems. 
There is an intermittent signal only at Rhystone & Slipstone 
Crag. Be aware of the position of the nearest telephone to the 
crag- Rhystone Village (public phone) and for Slipstone - 
farmhouse at end of track to crag or public phone box on 
minor road to Healey.  Staff to have knowledge of mobile 
phone coverage.     

 Safety sack to crag base 

 Shooting – grouse 
moors 

 Do not use if shooting in the vicinity check with Estate office / 
at boundary to Access land  

 Disorientation – risk 
of falls in unfamiliar 
terrain 

 Sufficient supervision/control of group by staff – knowledge of 
area by staff 

 Abrasion of ropes 
(gritstone) resulting 
in equipment failure 

 Careful inspection of equipment prior to use 
 Attention to detail when rigging/belaying to prevent abrasion 
 Use of padding 

 Overgrown 
vegetation 
(bracken/heather) 
obscuring 
difficult/dangerous 
terrain 

 Particular care at certain times of year 
 Good knowledge of site 

 Exposed Site – 
Higher risk of 
weather related 
injuries 

 Check all have sufficient clothing before setting off 
 Take safety/comfort sack to crag foot 

 

Equipment 

 

Notes 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
4.4  Rock Climbing - Attermire Scar and other 
limestone crags  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Limestone – enhanced 
possibility of loose 
rock 

 Careful briefing of groups as to particular risk involved in 
climbing limestone 

 Helmets worn at all times  
 Defined waiting/sitting areas 

 wet limestone 
particularly slippery  

 Suitable footwear – boots/rock shoes  
 Briefing of students 
 Extra care in moving around crag 

 Any incident on crag 
as crag is more 
remote – 20 minute 
walk from bus 

 Take mobile phone to site to ease communications. There is 
an intermittent signal only at Attermire Crag. Nearest 
landline is at farm near car park for crag. Staff should have 
knowledge of mobile phone coverage.     

  

 Exposed Site – Higher 
risk of weather related 
injuries 

 Check all have sufficient clothing before setting off 
 Take safety/comfort sack to crag foot  
  

Equipment 

 

Notes 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
4.5  Rock Climbing - Kilnsey Crag Limestone Sport 
climbing venue 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Limestone – 
enhanced 
possibility of 
loose rock 

 Careful briefing of group as to particular risk involved in climbing 
limestone 

 Helmets must be worn at all times 
 Defined waiting / sitting areas 
 Belayers should be off to the side or out from the crag when 

belaying and not directly below the climber 

 Wet limestone 
particularly 
slippery 

 Suitable footwear – boots 
 Briefing students 
 Extra care in moving around the crag 
 Quit venue if raining persistently 

 Staff must lead 
up route to get 
the rope to the 
top 

 Staff should be SPA assessed 
 Staff should have a competent belayer who had belayed lead 

climbers before 
 Extra care in moving around the crag at the top.  Staff should 

always be roped at the top 

 Students Lead 
climbing 

 Staff should give students adequate briefing and training  
 Staff should be MIA qualified to teach leading 

 Lack of mobile 
communication 

 Mobile phone reception is intermittent.  However there are 
houses / pubs and cafes nearby 

 Large loose 
block on climb 
1 

 This climb to be avoided until the loose block is cleared  

Equipment 

 Staff should take lead ropes and quick draws as well as normal safety and climbing 
equipment 

Notes 

 These routes are to the left of Kilnsey main crag.  There are now 4 main cleared 
climbs.  They are numbered and graded from right to left. Climb 1 graded 5+.   Climb 
2 graded 5+/6a due to a tricky top groove.  Climb 3 graded 3a and climb 4 graded 3a.  
Staff can lead up any of the climbs to set up all the routes at the same time. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
 4.6   Rock Climbing - Rock Climbing and Bouldering 
at Almscliff and Little Alsmcliff 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Cuts from 
rubbish/glass 

 Check area being used 
 Remove rubbish if possible 

 Disorientation- 
risk of falls in 
unfamiliar terrain 

 Sufficient  supervision/ control of group by staff – knowledge of 
area by staff 

 Entrapment   Careful consideration of suitability of squeeze/ challenge for 
your group  

 Falls whilst 
bouldering 

 Careful consideration/ selection of suitable venues (remember 
many problems are very polished at Almscliffe 

 All spotters to be suitably training 
 Participants to wear helmets 
 Consider the use of bouldering mats bur care to not use as a 

replacement for correct choice of venue 

 Abrasion of 
ropes (Gritstone) 
resulting in 
equipment failure 

 Careful inspection of equipment prior to use 
 Attention to detail when rigging/ belaying to prevent abrasion 
 Use of padding 

 Exposed site 
higher risk of 
weather related 
injuries 

 Check all have sufficient clothing before setting off  
 Consider taking safety sack to the crag foot 

 

 Cows  Brief group to keep a safe distance 

EQUIPMENT 

Safety sack to venue 
Staff to carry first aid kit knives and bivi bags with them at all time 
 

NOTES  

 Almscliffe can be very busy during certain times of year. Extra vigilance will be required 
during these busy periods.  Due to its popularity the rock has become quite polished 
and slippy so extra care will be needed. Finding suitable routes free for your groups can 
be quite hard during busy periods. 

 Little Almscliff is a great, less busy less polished venue for bouldering than 
Almscliff.  This would be great for a half day or a full day on the way to Almscliff. 
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GENERIC 
5.   Gorge Walking, Ghyll Scrambling, Mixed Water & 
Rock Activities 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Significant falls 
 Appropriate protective clothing and footwear 
 Appropriate helmets for all participants 
 Appropriate spotting in difficult sections 

 Rock/stone fall 

 Staff to be observant when using ghyll/gorge venues and to 
actively look for areas of loose or unstable rock. These should 
be avoided wherever possible and reported back to 
management and owner. If moving under overhanging rock 
groups should do so quickly and not stand or wait in such 
places. 

 Entrapment  Plunge pools/slides to be checked for depth and obstructions 
(no diving) 

 Sudden 
changes in 
weather 
conditions 

 Detailed weather forecast and water level report if available 

 Sudden 
changes in 
water levels 

 Detailed knowledge and effective planning of escape routes for 
all sections 

 Throwline and suitable knife to be carried. White water rescue 
kit issued to all staff. 

 Sudden 
immersion 

 When using the venue in very cold weather – consider avoiding 
total immersion (esp. head) and the use of skull caps  

 Use of buoyancy aids where judged appropriate by activity 
leader 

 Appropriate protective clothing and footwear 

 Pollution/natural 
and manmade 
debris 

 Staff to visually check water quality before entering. 

 Use of ropes in 
water 
(entanglement) 

 Throwline and suitable knife to be carried. White water rescue 
kit issued to all staff.  

 Falling trees  
 Careful observation, local knowledge.  
 Group briefing 
 Choice of route 

 Moving rocks 
 Careful observation, local knowledge.  
 Group briefing 
 Choice of route 

Notes 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (ii) and 
(v) 

 These activities can require a depth of expertise, experience and technical ability in 
more than one activity 

 Where entry into water is likely, leaders must carefully consider methods of 
safeguarding and retrieving any participant in the water 

 More technical gorges may require different staffing ratios and/or staff experience – 
may be appropriate to follow a Site Specific risk assessment 
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 Significant emphasis must be placed on dynamic risk assessment, due to the potential 
for rapid changes to the environment, e.g. unstable boulders, eroded banks etc. 

 Essential to note significant changes and give feedback to other users where 
appropriate. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 5.1 Ghyll Scrambling - Blayshaw Ghyll  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Potential for rapid 
rise in water levels 

 This Ghyll rises very quickly A small increase in water level is 
accompanied by a dramatic increase in volume If there is 
water flowing in the bottom of the Ghyll expect strong flow 
higher up especially from the area just below the bridge to the 
top of the run. The  waterfall / jump and section above  
becomes impassable Staff induction covers water level 
indicators, areas of particular hazard and operating areas 

 Information on water levels to be passed on at midday as 
necessary  

 Morning staff meetings are used to discuss activities for the 
day. Any doubts about use of the Ghyll should be clarified 
here 

 Staff training in the Ghyll is ongoing and all procedures are 
regularly reviewed 

 Deep water 
sections 

 Wear buoyancy aids and check students’ water confidence. 
Wear wetsuits in all but very warm/dry conditions 

 Slips, trips and 
falls 

 Most areas can become very slippery with accumulations of 
green algae on rocks, students should be briefed and 
supervised accordingly. 

 Blayshaw is likely to be particularly slippery when we first use 
it in spring after the period of no use over the winter- extra 
care needed. 

 Appropriate choice of route for age/ability/adventure threshold. 
 Use of suitable footwear with adequate grip and ankle 

protection 
 Helmets and buoyancy aids will provide protection in the event 

of a fall. 

 Entrapment in 
submerged 
objects/rock 

 Float down trips require careful judgement of the conditions & 
close supervision. This should only be contemplated by staff 
with experience in moving water and have the necessary skill 
and knowledge in these areas The nature of the ghyll 
environment leads to the high risk of submerged /jammed 
trees/branches  

 Pools should be carefully assessed by staff before any 
students commit to the water This should be done by a visual 
inspection and by the member of staff probing or entering the 
water prior to any activity in order to check for any submerged 
objects 

 Students should be briefed and shown feet out of water tech. 
on slides  

 Students foot wear to be assessed by staff – avoid soft soled 
wellies  

 At sheep dip, be aware of potential for foot entrapments by 
sitting on foot and sliding into pool  

 Check chockstone in deep section of sheepdip for changes, 
particularly check for siphon below 

 Debris  Staff should be aware that in high water levels debris can be 
washed down. See above  

 Rock Fall  Appropriate helmets to be worn at all times  
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 Be aware that during periods of freeze/thaw there is an 
increased likelihood of stonefall and falling icicles. 

 During high winds tree roots can dislodge stones into the 
gorge. Branches may also fall. 

 Rocks can become detached from gorge walls. Staff to be 
observant and avoid lingering under ledges and overhangs 
longer than necessary. 

 Shooting  Blayshaw woods are used for game shooting. Access is 
denied (for obvious reasons) the day before the day of the 
shoot, the shoot day and the day after the shoot (3 days in 
total). Access is open for the entire length of the ghyll between 
the dates of  1st Feb - June 30th. Outside these times access 
is restricted at the upstream limit by the white flags up stream 
of the waterfall jump. 

 Cold injuries  The distance from the vehicle maybe a consideration in v cold 
weather  

 Carry adequate warm gear to Ghyll access site 
 Consider avoidance of total immersion during periods of very 

cold weather  
 Wear  steamers where appropriate  

 Moving rocks   Staff to be vigilant and to expect unstable rocks, particularly 
after high water flows  

 Active Avoidance of areas to prevent entrapment / moving 
under unstable banks 

 Inform staff of any suspect areas as soon as possible directly 
to Senior Staff and include in Morning Staff Meeting (also at 
lunch on ½ days)  

 Falling trees   Active avoidance of areas to prevent entanglement 
/entrapment  

 Trees to be removed if hazardous as soon as practicable  
 Pass on information to other staff as soon as possible 
 Assess tree-fall hazard at all times but especially after strong 

winds 

 Pot Holes 
/Siphons  

 Siphons and pot holes are known to exist in the Ghyll Staff 
should be aware of these and pay due diligence when 
operating in these areas  

 Fall into pot hole 
shaft- siphon 
effect in high 
water levels 
Entrance on river 
left just below Fall 
back Pool 

 All staff to make themselves aware of the Pot hole entrance 
which is usually blocked by boulders but has (15/05/07) 
opened up at present.  This pot was still open in Jan 10. 

 Area marked by yellow paint to make more visible  
 If in doubt avoid this area  

 Waterfall jump  Careful consideration should be given to the approach along 
the ledge to the jump point. The students should be carefully 
briefed and managed. 

 Staff should be in position of max. effectiveness to enable 
rapid rescue  

 Consider training group in use of throw line or pole for rescue 

 Fall Back pool  Staff to assess this area for stability and underwater 
obstructions before allowing students to use/ enter, particularly 
after/ during heavy rain 
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EQUIPMENT 

 Paddle Sport Helmets to used at this Venue 
 Buoyancy aids –Staff should consider the use of BA’s with attached rescue harness. (If 

appropriate and trained in use of harness)  
 Wetsuits- steamers  
 First aid kit MUST be carried whenever in the gorge 
 Probe – on site  or take  
 Gorge safety sack should always be carried including-throw line – including staff issue 

white water safety kit 
 BPC safety & comfort sack may be left at the most accessible point to the section of 

ghyll being used 

Notes:  

 This venue has a number of hazards and the potential for the situation to change quite 
quickly  

 This venue requires a depth of expertise, experience and technical ability in a number 
of areas  
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SITE SPECIFIC 5.2  Ghyll Scrambling - Howstean (& Abseil) 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Potential for rapid rise 
in water levels 

 Staff induction covers  operating areas, water level 
indicators, areas of particular hazard and emergency 
egress routes 

 Morning staff meetings are used to discuss activities for 
the day. Any doubts about use of the gorge should be 
clarified here. 

 Information on water levels to be passed on at midday as 
necessary. 

 Staff training in the Gorge is ongoing and all procedures 
are regularly reviewed. 

 There are dams in the top of Howstean Beck tributaries. 
The water is normally diverted to Scar House reservoir. It 
is possible that this diversion is switched off by the water 
authority. This could lead to an unexpected (in terms of 
weather conditions) rise in the water levels in the Gorge. 
Yorkshire water have undertaken to inform us if this is to 
be done by their operatives . 

 Exploration above the road tunnel junction should only 
be contemplated in times of settled weather when water 
levels are low and there is no likelihood of rain. 

 Heavy rain to west side of catchment can cause water 
levels to rise through the road tunnel making egress from 
upstream difficult. 

 Extremely slippery 
surfaces 

 Careful briefing of students and appropriate choice of 
route for age/ability/adventure threshold. 

 Use of suitable footwear with adequate grip and ankle 
protection 

 Use of helmets and buoyancy aids 

 Fall from traverse paths 
between middle and 
upper steps 

 DO NOT USE this path.  Go via the ‘canal’ section or 
leave the gorge and walk round. 

 This path has now (03/09) been protected by the owner 
with cable and handholds – despite this DO NOT USE. 

 Fall from traverse path 
between upper steps 
and road tunnel 
entrance 

 Requires care and safeguarding – particularly at bottom 
of steps and at end of path on slope down to ground. 

 Abseil  Minimum staffing level for the abseil is one member of 
staff with a competent second (normally an assessed 
member of staff or TI). 

 Staff must hold SPA award or LCMLA L2 to abseil 
groups at this venue. 

 Careful belaying to avoid abrupt contact with ledges if 
abseiling on downstream side of the bridge. 

 Staff abseiling should be lifelined or use Petzl STOP 
descender 

 Committing abseil  Use the abseil only when the water conditions and 
weather are appropriate. 
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 Carry the Howstean safety sack to allow use of 
emergency egress points. 

 Emergency egress points exists between the road and 
foot bridges. Staff should be familiarised during training 
with these points. 

 Fall from bridge  Staff supervision / Group management. 
 Staff / belayers connected to secure anchor point during 

operation of abseil. 
 Awarness / control of public in proximity to gate. 

 Unauthorised use of 
equipment 

 It is recommended only one rope should be left rigged 
after staff abseil, all other equipment should be returned 
to the bus. Ensure gate is locked. 

 Belaying incorrectly by 
students 

 Careful briefing and constant supervision of students by 
qualified staff. 

 Vehicles  crossing 
bridge 

 Staff supervision / Group management. 
 If necessary clear the bridge when vehicles passing. 

 Egress downstream of 
road bridge 

 Several possible egress points exist – one on river right 
is bolted. Two downstream routes right and left are 
easier climbs but near canal section. Staff are 
familiarised with the usage and issues of these in training 
and induction. 

 Some areas are more 
committing than others 
presenting 
considerable 
difficulties of 
evacuation 

 Staff operate only in areas for which they have the 
necessary experience, training and authorisation. 

 Carefully consider weather forecast and conditions as 
well as groups ability before entering these areas eg. 
‘Wipeout Wall’ or further upstream 

 Cold water immersion  Ensure students are adequately clothed/equipped for 
entry into cold water particularly as we are confined to 
use of this venue in winter months. 

 Give careful consideration before visiting upstream 
sections due to committing nature and deep pools 

 Falling objects 

 Objects thrown into the 
gorge  

 New bridge has open grille footway which increases 
danger from rockfall / dropped objects. 
Students briefed not to stand under bridge after abseil.  
They should be told to sit under ledges either up or down 
stream where they can be seen from the bridge by the 
group leader.  

 Avoid being below Via Ferrata participants. 

 Rock Fall  Climbing Helmets (UIAA) to be worn at all times  
 Be aware that during periods of freeze/thaw there is an 

increased likelihood of stonefall and falling icicles. 
 During high winds tree roots can dislodge stones into the 

gorge. Branches may also fall. 
 Rocks can become detached from gorge walls. Staff to 

be observant and avoid lingering under ledges and 
overhangs longer than necessary.  

 Deep water sections 
 Buoyancy aids and check students water confidence. 
 Use of steamer wetsuits 

 Entrapment in 
submerged 

 Staff should be made familiar with any areas where there 
are undercuts, siphons or entrapment issues during 
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objects/undercuts/siph
ons 

training and familiarisation. They should also continue to 
exercise due caution and judgement when leading 
groups due to the changing nature of the environment. 

 Float down trips require careful judgement of the 
conditions & close supervision. This should only be 
contemplated by staff with experience in moving water 
and have the necessary skill and knowledge in these 
areas. 

 Pools should be carefully assessed by staff before any 
students commit to the water. This should be done by a 
visual inspection for any submerged objects and by the 
member of staff carefully entering the water or probing 
the depths, prior to any student activity. 

 Poor light 

 Darkness 

 Plan, time and deliver session to finish before light levels 
get too low. 

 Carry emergency lighting 
 Floodlighting available in middle section on request. 

 Indirect supervision of 
students in Gorge by 
BPC staff 

 Use visiting staff to supervise. 
 Make judgement of group. 
 Specific briefing of where students are to wait. 
 Monitoring of water levels by BPC staff to ensure 

students safety. 

 Debris  Staff should be aware that in high water levels debris can 
be washed down which may create entrapment hazards 
or become lodged in deep pools where it can affect 
depth – see above. 

 Caves  If using Tom Taylor’s Cave or the Road Tunnel Cave 
please refer to the Generic Caving Risk assessment No. 
6. 

EQUIPMENT 

 Staff issue white water rescue kit/throw line 
 Helmets-UIAA. 
 Buoyancy aids –Staff should consider the use of BA’s with attached rescue harness. (If 

appropriate and trained in use of harness). 
 First aid kit MUST be carried whenever in the gorge. Gorge Emergency sack should 

always be carried unless operating in very low water conditions in the easier areas. 

Notes: 

 This venue has a number of hazards and the potential for the situation to change quite 
quickly. 

 This venue requires a depth of expertise, experience and a range of technical skills. 
 Large green safety sack can be left in minibus due to proximity. 
 Following a major rockfall in Howstean Gorge on 24/10/2013 staff discussed future use of 

the gorge. It was felt that although the severity could be high the likelihood was extremely 
small and the activity could continue. The Head of Centre contacted the gorge owner who 
had looked at the area of fall and taken remedial action to ensure no more rocks would fall 
in that area. Staff were informed that in future they should be vigilant for areas where 
blocks could become loose and generally avoid having their groups linger longer than 
necessary under overhanging rocks and ledges. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 5.3  Ghyll Scrambling - Strans Ghyll 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Potential for 
pulse or rapid 
rise in flow of 
water 

 Staff induction covers water level indicators, areas of particular 
hazard, operating areas and emergency egress routes 

 Morning staff meetings are used to discuss activities for the day. 
Any doubts about use of Strans Ghyll should be clarified here 

 Staff training in the Ghyll is ongoing and all procedures are 
regularly reviewed 

 Accurate up to date weather forecast from a variety of sources. 
 Avoid use when there is a forecast for, or possibility of, heavy 

localised thunderstorms or continuous heavy rain on saturated 
ground.  
Check www.ukcavediving.co.uk  ‘vis-bot’ for recent rainfall in the area. 
(Not available on NYCC intranet.) 

 Consider ringing Buckden House for up to date info.  Tel. 01756 
760254  

 Strong 
currents 

 See above  
 Change plan depending on age of group/time of year  
 Staff to carry appropriate safety equipment for managing moving 

water incidents. 

 Deep pools  See above 
 Consider use of buoyancy aids if individuals or conditions warrant 

their use. 
 check students water confidence 
 issue of wetsuits 

 Entrapment on 
obstructions 

 

 See above. 
 Pools should be carefully assessed by staff before any students 

commit to the water This should be done by a visual inspection for 
any submerged objects and by the member of staff carefully 
entering the water or probing the depths, prior to any student 
activity 

 Debris  Staff should be aware that in high water levels debris can be 
washed down 

 Rockfall  Climbing Helmets (UIAA) to be worn at all times.  
 Group management should avoid groups standing in hazardous 

areas below climbs 
 Large tree above difficult climb (3rd pitch from top) has fallen and is 

unstable. Don’t use as an anchor. Potential for rock fall. 

 Extremely 
slippery 
surfaces 

 Careful briefing of students and appropriate choice of route for 
age/ability/adventure threshold 

 Selection and check of appropriate footwear 
 Use of helmets 
 See below 

 Falls  Group management 
 Appropriate  choice  of route 
 Correct use of spotting 
 Where needed use of lifeline (or assisted handline) 
 Students wear climbing harnesses 

 Exposed 
traverses 

 Avoid if alternative route is possible 
 Careful group management 
 Use rope and slings to protect traverse 

http://www.ukcavediving.co.uk/
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 Exposed 
nature of 
approach / 
return walk 

 Be aware that the walk in and out is longer than other ghyll venues 
and in cold, wet windy weather students may become chilled, 
ensure adequate warm clothing, waterproofs, hat, gloves etc. are 
carried. 

 Consider avoidance of total immersion during periods of very cold 
weather  

 Wear  steamers where appropriate 

Equipment 

 Leader to carry rope, slings, knife 
 Safety sack should always be carried including-throw line – (staff issue white water safety kit 

)  
 Group wear climbing harnesses 
 In wet weather appropriate safety equipment for managing moving water incidents. 

Notes 

 This activity can require a depth of expertise, experience and technical ability in more than 
one activity. 

 As a more technical ghyll this venue may require different staffing ratios and/or staff 
experience. 

 Significant emphasis must be placed on dynamic risk assessment, due to the potential for 
rapid changes to the environment, e.g. water levels, unstable boulders, eroded banks etc.   

 Essential to note significant changes and give feedback to other users where appropriate. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 5.4  Ghyll Scrambling - Trollers Ghyll/Dry Ghyll 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Entrapment in 
submerged 
objects/rock 

 Float down trips require careful judgement of the conditions & 
close supervision. This should only be contemplated by staff 
with experience in moving water and have the necessary skill 
and knowledge in these areas The nature of the ghyll 
environment leads to the high risk of submerged /jammed 
trees/branches  

 Pools should be carefully assessed by staff before any students 
commit to the water. This should be done by a visual inspection 
for any submerged objects and by the member of staff carefully 
entering the water or probing the depths, prior to any student 
activity. 

 Be aware that any stock fences can be entrapment hazards 

 Debris  Staff should be aware that in high water levels debris can be 
washed down See above  

 Moving rocks   Staff to be vigilant and to look out for unstable rocks, particularly 
after high water flows  

 Avoid any of area where there is any risk of entrapment 
 Inform other BPC staff of any suspect areas as soon as 

possible   

 Bump to head  If exploring the small cave in Trollers Ghyll (see OP’s) then 
students should wear a climbing/cave helmet. These are not 
necessary for the short mine adit downstream. 

 Liver Fluke  Do not eat watercress unless thoroughly washed in clean water  

 Flooding   Check local weather conditions/forecast and weather history 
before contemplating ascent /descent  

 Alternatives to traversing the gorge do exist  

 Hazards 
associated with 
egress 
problems  

 Trollers Ghyll in the limestone gorge section would be very 
difficult to egress from, although it should be possible to avoid 
the water  

 In high water flows use others sections such as Dry Ghyll to 
avoid the egress difficulty. 

 Cold injuries   Steamer Wetsuits in high water flows/ periods of very cold 
weather    

 Strong water 
flows / loosing  
footing  

 Suitable footwear – Wellingtons  
 Buoyancy aids/paddlesports helmets/wetsuits  if considering 

float down trip /immersion in water/ if high water flows  

Equipment 

 Throw line 

Notes 

 Treat this as a full ghyll run if contemplating float down trip /or high water levels exist 
Participants & staff to wear paddlesports helmets / b/a’s / wetsuits 

 Other use- environmental walk- see local walk venue for R/A  
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Generic 6.  Caving, Mine & Underground Exploration 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Significant falls 

 Pitches 

 Competent trained staff 
 Equipment checked and meets PPE requirements 
 Correct and appropriate rigging techniques employed 
 All in situ anchors checked prior to use. 
 Correct belay technique and/or use of belay device  
 If novices are belaying careful training and supervision 

should take place with novices 
 Use of appropriate harnesses and cowstails 
 Requires competent second who has ability to belay group 

on exit in emergency 
 Party management 

 Slippery surfaces   Group briefing and supervision. 

 Rockfall / objects 
falling 

 Approved caving helmets to be used  
 Avoid areas beneath pitches or areas of loose rock 

 Bad Air poisoning  Avoid poorly ventilated areas 

 Exposure to radon   Limited exposure in high radon areas 
 Monitoring of staff 

 Flooding  

 Rapid change in 
water levels  

 Fast flowing water 

 Detailed accurate up to date weather forecast and water 
level prediction 

 Local knowledge and knowledge of venue used 
 Choice of venue/route  
 Avoid use of caves prone to flooding or fast flowing water 

when forecast is for rain 

 Deep water 
 Ensure students avoid deep water or are suitably restrained 

to prevent entry. If entering water ensure they have sufficient 
buoyancy (approved BA) 

 Hypothermia  Adequate suitable clothing  
 Appropriate safety kit to be carried  

 Weil’s Disease  Avoid use of caves with standing water 
 Brief participants 

 Light failure  Reserve method of lighting  

 Getting Lost 
underground  Familiarity of venue to leader 

 Failure of props, 
stopes, false 
floors etc 

 Extreme caution in old mineral mines with use limited to 
NAMHO inspected venues 

 
NOTES 
 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (ii)  and 
(v) 

 If students are to belay, a carefully structured teaching session is required to ensure 
complete understanding.  Thereafter, careful direct supervision is required. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 

6.1  Caving - Manchester Hole  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Crossing River 
Nidd to gain 
access to cave 

 Do not cross river to cave entrance if at all concerned 
regarding water levels – fast flowing, particularly with younger 
participants 

 Walk to cave entrance via back of Goyden Pot 

 Flooding  Obtain accurate weather forecast.  
 Check Scour test notification (See note below).  
 Check water levels at Scar dam (See note below).. 
 Do not go past the low point in Manchester if any water is 

flowing into Goyden entrance. Due to changes in the 
hydrology between Manchester Hole & Goyden Pot 
(specifically a hole in the river bed outside Goyden entrance) 
it is now possible to encounter rapid changes in water levels 
in the far end of Manchester Hole.  ANY trips beyond the final 
low point (Fossil Passage) should only be considered in 
stable dry conditions when there is no chance of water rising 
and sumping off the chamber at the end of the main stream 
passage.    

 Very rapid rise in 
water levels at 
the downstream 
end of the cave 

 Only consider trips beyond the final low section of the main 
stream passage ( fossil passage ) in stable dry conditions  

 Check water levels and likely changes in water levels as in 
Goyden Pot  

 High water levels 
–high risk of 
being swept off 
feet in stream 
passage 

 Staff to carefully assess water levels before committing 
participants to stream in cave 

 Abandon trip if water speed is excessive, where cave/stream 
narrows 

 Slips/falls  Areas needing particular attention/supervision by staff: 
 Just after entrance on right to access stream bed 
  

 Mudslope  River right of cave not recommended for use except as 
emergency exit, extremely slippery, particularly in descent. 
Consider use of rope for protection. 

 Through trip – 
becoming 
committed 

 Be sure the group can cope with the trip 
 Back up staff familiar with the through trip 
 Consider handline at exit shaft 

Equipment 

 Appropriate safety equipment to be carried  

Notes 

 Return from this venue if there are any contra-indications. 
 When assessing water levels at Scar Dam you need to consider: 

 Level of water below spillway 

 Wind speed & direction 

 Weather forecast 
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 In the past flood pulses have been created by waves blown over Scar Dam 
and it is recommended that the water should be approx. 6’ below the spillway, 
unless approved by Technical Adviser. 

 Yorkshire Water periodically carry out scour tests at Scar dam. These can result in 
higher water levels/flooding in the Nidderdale caves. They send notifications of the 
dates of these tests by e-mail to the centre and as of November 2013 there will be a 
notice board opposite the firestation at the start of the dam road which notifies users 
of the next scour test date. Staff proposing to use the Nidderdale caves (Manchester, 
Goyden, New Goyden should always check both sources of scour notification before 
entering these caves. 

 It is not always necessary to physically visit Scar Dam to check water levels. These 
can be advised by other users/staff. Although it is your responsibility to ensure this 
information is up to date and correct. If in doubt check levels yourself. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 6.2  Caving - Goyden Pot  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Flooding of cave 

 

 Goyden having it’s entrance in the river bed of the Nidd is 
liable to rapid and complete flooding of the entrance. (See 
notes 1 and 2 below.)  

 Obtain accurate weather forecast. Do not enter cave if the 
forecast weather will cause a rise in water levels  

 Check for Scour test (See note 2. below) 
 Check water levels at Scar dam (See note 1. below). Do not 

enter cave if water is less than 2m below the spillway. 
 Do not use the cave if water is flowing in the entrance 

 Powerful water 
flow / Sumping of 
entrance 

 Do not use the cave if water is flowing in the entrance 
 Assess the water levels of Scar House Dam before entering 

the cave 
 If in doubt don’t use 

 Slips/falls resulting 
in injury 

 Careful supervision and spotting required by staff 
 Adequate back up staff needed to enable evacuation of group 

from cave 

 Getting lost – 
complex system 

 Back up staff needs to have appropriate knowledge of system 
for trip contemplated 

 Foul air – Cap Left 
Crawl 

 Cave has been tested and found safe, but staff should be 
aware that we have suspected foul air here in the past 

 Pyridine 
Passage/Pyridine 
Pot/Mud Hall  

 Use of cowstails/harnesses 
 Use lifelines 

 Unable to exit by 
normal route 

 Exit by Church Pot or knowledge of where to sit out flood. 

 Radon  Action plan for radon gas risk assessment  
((N:\CYPS-DATA\BewPrk-Shared\Activities\Caving\Risk 
assessments\Bewerley Park Centre Action Plan for Radon 
Gas Risk Assessment.doc) 

 Limit time in less well ventilated areas of the cave. 
 Limit staff hours to determined safe limits.  

 Rockfall-   The stability of the detached bedding plane in the roof at the 
top end of the main chamber has been questioned. It is 
inadvisable to pass under this unless in an emergency and 
absolutely necessary. If you do choose to go through this part 
of the cave, choose a suitable route to avoid the main span. 
(See Goyden OP’s.) 

 Due to a large rockfall during Dec. 2014 the route down 
through the upper part of main chamber, particularly the right 
side when descending, is potentially at risk of further rockfall. 
Route choice in this section should avoid passing under rocks 
which appear to be detached from the main rock of the 
associated beds in the wall and roof. 

 Avoid area downstream of bridge below the large window, 
upper ledges etc. if any cavers are moving in the area above. 

Equipment 

 Appropriate safety equipment to be carried 
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Notes 

1) When assessing water levels at Scar Dam you need to consider: 
a) Level of water below spillway 
b) Wind speed & direction. Winds from North and West quadrants will cause waves to spill 

if water levels are near the top of the dam. 
c) Weather forecast 
d) Flood pulses have been created by waves blown over Scar Dam spillway.If considering 

a trip into Goyden, it is recommended that the water should be approx. 2m below the 
spillway, unless otherwise approved by Technical Adviser.  

e) Due to changes to the drainage on the surrounding moors, run-off is channelled quickly 
into the River Nidd upstream of the cave which can result in flash floods during heavy 
rainfall. 

f) It is not always necessary to physically visit Scar Dam to check water levels. The current 
level can be advised by other users/staff. Although it is your responsibility to ensure this 
information is up to date and correct. If in doubt, check levels yourself. 

2) Yorkshire Water periodically carry out scour tests at scar dam. These can result in higher 
water levels/flooding in the Nidderdale caves. They send notifications of the dates of these 
tests by e-mail to the centre and as of November 2013 there is a notice board opposite the 
firestation at the start of the dam road which notifies users of the next scour test date. Staff 
proposing to use the Nidderdale caves (Manchester, Goyden, New Goyden should always 
check both sources of scour notification before entering these caves. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 6.3  Caving – New Goyden Pot  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Flooding of cave 

 Sumping of 
entrance 

 New Goyden having it’s entrance in the river bed of the Nidd is 
liable to rapid and complete flooding of the entrance if there 
are very high water levels flowing in the R Nidd. 

 Obtain accurate weather forecast.  
 Check for Scour test (See note below)..  
 Check water levels at Scar dam (See note below). 

 Powerful water 
flow 

 Do not use the cave if water is flowing in the entrance or 
Goyden Pot upstream 

 Assess the water levels of Scar House Dam before entering 
the cave (See notes below) 

 If in doubt don’t use 

 Slips/falls resulting 
in injury 

 Careful supervision and spotting required by staff 
 Adequate back up staff needed to enable evacuation of group 

from cave 

 Getting lost – 
complex system 

 Requires competent second who has appropriate knowledge 
of system for trip contemplated 

 Pitches  Careful group management at pitch heads. 
 Use of cowstails/harnesses 
 Use correct belay techniques – Leader should be qualified 

LCMLA L2 or above. 
 Check anchors. 
 Requires competent second who has ability to belay group on 

exit in emergency 

 Rockfall  Avoid areas below pitches if any group /cavers above 
 Group management 
 Avoid use of new downstream entrance due to areas of 

instability. 

 Radon  Action plan for radon gas risk assessment. 
 Limit staff hours to NRPB determined safe limits   

Equipment 

 Appropriate safety equipment to be carried 

Notes 

 
 When assessing water levels at Scar Dam you need to consider: 

 Level of water below spillway 

 Wind speed & direction 

 Weather forecast 

 In the past flood pulses have been created by waves blown over Scar Dam and it 
is recommended that the water should be approx. 6’ below the spillway, unless 
approved by Technical Adviser. 

 Due to changes to the drainage on the surrounding moors, run-off is channelled quickly 
into the River Nidd upstream of the caves which can result in flash floods during heavy 
rainfall.  

 Yorkshire Water periodically carry out scour tests at scar dam. These can result in 
higher water levels/flooding in the Nidderdale caves. They send notifications of the dates 
of these tests by e-mail to the centre and as of November 2013 there will be a notice 
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board opposite the firestation at the start of the dam road which notifies users of the next 
scour test date. Staff proposing to use the Nidderdale caves (Manchester, Goyden, New 
Goyden should always check both sources of scour notification before entering these 
caves. 

 It is not always necessary to physically visit Scar Dam to check water levels. These can 
be advised by other users/staff. Although it is your responsibility to ensure this 
information is up to date and correct. If in doubt check levels yourself. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 6.4   Caving - Dow Cave  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Access to cave 
entrance – 
slips/falls 
(particularly in 
high water 
levels/winter 
conditions) 

 Careful supervision of group required on traverse from 
footbridge to cave entrance (steep bank). Use of helmets is 
advised. In full winter conditions it may be inappropriate for 
groups. 

 Crossing the stream to get to the entrance – water levels can 
rise quickly and make crossing/returning very difficult. Even 
when levels are low it is very slippery in places and needs 
care. 

 Loose boulders – 
mine levels/ roof 
passage exit 
/Hobson’s Choice 

 Careful briefing for students needed in area of mine workings 
 Do not use exit from roof passage – huge unstable block 
 Avoid the area of cave immediately before Hobson’s Choice. 

Stone fall is very frequent in this area. 
 Do not enter Hobson’s Choice boulder choke – known to be 

extremely unstable. 

 Rapid rise in 
water levels  

 Careful monitoring of water levels  
 Abandon trip early if in doubt 

 Deep water/cold 
water 

 Water temperature can be very cold and make it inadvisable in 
full winter, even with wetsuits, due to the walk back to the bus 

 Hypothermia  The walk to / from cave is 20 minutes – wear waterproofs / 
hats / gloves & leave at entrance for return if appropriate 

EQUIPMENT 

 
 Consider short lifeline for the entrance climb 

NOTES 

 
 Water level: Wharfedale can be completely different from Nidderdale.  Consider taking 

walking kit for an alternative activity and look for springs at Kilnsey Crag or level of 
Wharfe at Grassington. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 6.5  Caving - Long Churns / Wilsons Cave 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Flooding 

 High water 
levels/powerful 
currents 

 Weather forecast known and previous weather history and the 
effect on the catchment area above the cave. Obtain mid-day 
weather forecast, if possible. 

 Check water levels and rate of flow in local area.  
 The stream in this cave rises very rapidly and catastrophically, 

and affect ALL AREAS   

 Slips/falls  
Dr. Banisters, 
Cheese Press area 

 Use of lifeline/assisted handline 
 Load bearing belt/Harness 
 Careful group management 
 Spotting. 

 Hypothermia / 
immersion in cold 
water 

 Consider use of wetsuits 
 Consider taking water proofs, hats, & gloves/hot drinks/safety 

sack to entrance. 

 Separation from 
group 

 Careful supervision & control – often many users in cave.  
Possibility of group member being disorientated & joining 
wrong group. 

 Careful management of group/use of second/visiting staff if 
you remotely supervise them through Cross Passage 

 Pitches  Careful group management at pitch head. 
 Use of cowstails/harnesses 
 Use correct belay techniques – Leader should be qualified 

LCMLA L2 or above. 
 Check anchors. 
 Requires competent second who has ability to belay group on 

exit in emergency 
 Staff should have sound knowledge of this cave system. Avoid 

top of first pitch in Diccan - can experience fast flowing water 
at ledge. 

 Rockfall  Avoid areas below pitches or high level routes if any cavers 
are above 

 Group management 

EQUIPMENT 

 
 Carry appropriate rope for all level 1 trips 

 

NOTES 

 
 Long drive (1 ¼ hours each way) and a very popular group cave.  Ensure you can 

justify using this cave from the aims of the session. 
 This cave has been subject to several high profile rescues due to flooding in recent 

years. These have primarily been as a result of leaders not having an accurate forecast 
or misjudging the prevailing weather. Do not make the same errors! 
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SITE SPECIFIC 6.6  Caving – Calf Holes/Browgill Cave 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Flooding of cave  Guide book states this cave can flood rapidly due to ‘gripping’ 
on moorland above cave. Although this is now not so severe 
be aware and avoid use of this active cave system when the 
weather forecast is not suitable. 

 Obtain accurate weather forecast.  
 

 Powerful water 
flow 

 The streamway in Calf Holes is active and in wet conditions 
can have a strong flow. If in doubt don’t use 

 Slips/falls resulting 
in injury 

 Entrance area of Browgill cave is green and slippy, care and 
correct briefing needed on exiting cave. 

 Climbs on/over boulders at bottom of waterfall chamber need 
careful supervision and spotting if necessary. 
 

 Pitches  Careful group management at entrance pitch head. 
 Use of cowstails/harnesses 
 Use correct belay techniques – Leader should be qualified 

LCMLA L2 or above to enter via Calf holes entrance pitch*.  
 Check anchors. 
 Requires competent second who has ability to belay group on 

exit in emergency 
 Leave entrance pitch rigged in some way that permits the 

group to retreat and exit cave at entrance. Consider staff 
capabilities to facilitate this. 

 Use of appropriate belay techniques on Staircase climb and/or 
waterfall climb 
 

 Rockfall  Avoid areas below pitches and climbs if any group /cavers 
above 

 Group management 
 

 Constriction  The route through between Calf Holes and Browgill Cave, 
called the ‘Letterbox’, is an awkward constricted squeeze. 
Careful consideration should be given to the group’s 
capabilities before committing to this passage. If in doubt leave 
some means of retreat and exit back up Calf Holes pitch.  
 

Equipment 

 Appropriate safety equipment to be carried 
 Group equipped with suitable harnesses and cowstails. 

Notes 

 
 *LCMLA level 1 leaders can enter via Browgill Cave entrance and climb up the staircase 

route to enter Calf Holes via the Letterbox. They cannot rig or use the entrance pitch of 
Calf Holes therefore to exit the cave they must return the same way. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 6.7 Birkwith Cave 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Flooding of cave 

 Weather forecast known and previous weather history and the 
effect on the catchment area above the cave. Obtain mid-day 
weather forecast, if possible. 

 Check water levels and rate of flow in local area. 

 Powerful water 
flow 

 Avoid use of this cave if higher water levels are likely to be 
encountered. Some of the small cascades become very difficult 
to pass in higher flows. 

 Climbs 

 Slips/falls 
resulting in injury 

 Use of rope on short climbs 
 Careful party management and spotting if necessary 

 Canal 

 Deep water 
 Avoid use of this area of the cave 
 Use of buoyancy aid if there is potential to fall into the water. 

 Constricted 
passages 

 Careful consideration to size of individuals 
 Party management is difficult – limit numbers entering small 

passages. 

Equipment 

Handline 

Notes 

 This is the resurgence cave for water from a large system of caves. It can flood 
drastically. 

 Low entrance crawl and cascades can be difficult to pass in higher water flows 
 The final canal section is very deep and cold. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 6.8 Old Ing Cave 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Flooding of cave 

 Weather forecast known and previous weather history and the 
effect on the catchment area above the cave. Obtain mid-day 
weather forecast, if possible. 

 Check water levels and rate of flow in local area.  

 Powerful water 
flow 

 Avoid use of this cave if higher water levels are likely to be 
encountered. Some of the small cascades become very difficult 
to pass in higher flows. 

 Deep water on 
cascades 

 Careful group management 
 Appropriate use of spotting or handline 

 Final Sump  Brief group 
 Party management 

Equipment 

Handline 

Notes 

 Active clean washed streamway which can be difficult to negotiate in strong flows, 
particularly exiting the cave which is against the flow. 

 Some of the pools at the bottom of the cascades are quite deep 
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SITE SPECIFIC 6.9  Mine Exploration  - Gillfield Level 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Flooding of mine 

 

 The risk of flooding is minimal in this venue. 
 In the unlikely event high water is encountered do not enter the 

mine 
 If levels rise whilst underground the safest area to wait for 

rescue is at the mine refuge at G11 on the survey near the 
base of the iron ladders at the end of the entrance passage 

 Rockfall-  Monitor the roof for changes or instability during visits. 
 Only stay on the prescribed route. 
 Do not go past the ‘NO ROAD’ barriers 
 Careful group management if using the ladders, keep group 

away from bottom of climbs. 
  

 Slips/falls resulting 
in injury 

 Careful supervision and spotting required by staff 
 Adequate back up staff needed to enable evacuation of group 

from mine. 

 Radon  Follow OP’s and only enter mine level when air is flowing into 
the mine. Generally this occurs during winter months when 
outside air temperatures fall below 9oC. 

 Action plan for radon gas risk assessment  
((N:\CYPS-DATA\BewPrk-Shared\Activities\Caving\Risk 
assessments\Bewerley Park Centre Action Plan for Radon 
Gas Risk Assessment.doc) 

 Limit staff hours to determined safe limits. 

 Fall from height  Use of cowstails/harnesses/Load bearing belts 
 Use lifelines 
 Group management.  
 Careful supervision of group at top of each ladder – use 

cowstails to clip onto traverse line if necessary. 

 Unable to exit by 
normal route 

 There is only one entrance to this mine. If this becomes 
blocked the only option is to return to the mine refuge area and 
await rescue. 

 Give careful consideration to party size and number of groups 
in the mine. Refer to operating procedures. 

 Ensure call out procedures are followed back at the centre. 

 Deep water  Be fully familiar with areas where this risk is present.  
 Ensure members of the group are suitably protected when 

exposed to this hazard  

 Access  Carefully consider viability of driving to mine entrance in icy or 
snowy conditions 

Equipment 

 Appropriate safety equipment to be carried 

Notes 
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Generic 7a.  Mountain Biking 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Collisions with 
traffic/fixed 
objects/pedestrians/ 
horse riders/other 
cyclists/ 

 All participants must wear appropriate helmets 
 Design of cycles to be fit for the purpose of the specific 

activity 
 When riding in car parks take care, groups briefing and 

supervision may be necessary. 
 Careful route selection appropriate to the entire group 
 Strict group control methods shared with all participants 

before departure and during ride 
 Group to dismount and walk in appropriate 

sections/specific hazards – see site specific risk 
assessment or apply dynamic risk assessment 

 Follow the Highway Code, Country Code and Mountain 
Biking Code 

 If using public roads to link off-road sections, have a 
clearly defined plan that is understood by all participants 
for crossing road junctions or turning right.  Always 
consider dismounting and walking at these and other 
serious hazards e.g. roundabouts, car parks etc. 

 Significant falls  Careful route selection appropriate to the entire group 
 Exercise tight group control with regular stops on all 

downhill and technical sections   
 Group to dismount and walk in appropriate 

sections/specific hazards – see site specific risk 
assessment or apply dynamic risk assessment 

 Initial practical test of individual ability before departure 
from start point or previous knowledge of individual skill 

 Cycles to be correct size and adjusted to fit  the rider 
 Leadership ability, experience and technical skills higher 

than those required for the chosen route 

 Eye injury  Consider the use of eye protection whenever debris is 
being thrown up by bikes 

 Adverse and sudden 
changes in weather 
conditions 

 Appropriate clothing, footwear and gloves must be worn 

 Adverse ground 
conditions 

 Careful route selection appropriate to the entire group 
 Group to dismount and walk in appropriate 

sections/specific hazards – see site specific risk 
assessment or apply dynamic risk assessment 

 Lifting injuries  Briefing supervision of group when loading / unloading 
trailer. 

 Cycle component 
failure  

 Cycle tools and essential spares, including inner tubes, 
must be carried when distant from workshop  

 Bikes must be safety checked and include brakes, gears, 
wheels and headset/ahead set 
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 Contamination from 
animal waste / farm 
effluents &/or other 
hazardous substances  

 Careful route selection 
 Brief students 
 Avoid areas of likely contamination e.g. grassy areas 

adjacent to car parks. 

 Reduced  vision due to 
loss of contact lens 

 Contact lens users to bring spare glasses. 

NOTES 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (ii)  and (v) 
 This activity carries a significantly higher likelihood of risk of injury.  It is often falsely 

assumed that if an individual can ride a bike then they can ride off road safely 
 It must not be assumed that an individual understands how to ride safely on a public road or 

as part of a group 
 Effective group control is more difficult than with other activities 
 Mountain biking may be perceived as having greater environmental impact than other 

activities.  It is important to cycle only on designated bridle paths and byways and not to 
contravene local agreements. 
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Generic 7b.  Accessible Bikes   

HAZARDS Control Measures 

 Lifting injuries 

 Staff briefing and supervision 
 A hoist maybe necessary to aid lifting 
 Staff briefing ( for specific hazards) 
 Appropriate supervision & use of  support aids  

 Insecure trailer load  Staff to supervise and check load before commencement 
of journey 

 Falls/dismounting 
injuries   Use parking brakes when transferring users 

 Tandem / tricycle 
tipping/excessive 
speed  

 Use the correct bike for the needs of the student/SEEK 
ADVICE IF NEEDED 

 Controlled speed whilst cornering and on uneven terrain 

 Fatigue/exhaustion  

 Staff monitoring of students 
 Appropriate food/liquid intake  
 Monitoring of food/liquid intake 
 Careful checks of students clothing prior to ride 

 Collision with other 
cyclists/road users  

 Staff briefing and supervision 
 Control of group from front 
 Appropriate route choice, consider riding the route prior to 

taking the students on it 
 Control downhill sections from the front 
 Staff briefing and supervision -  back person to wear 

fluorescent jacket 
 Compliance with highway code when cycling on road 
 Competent person in charge of tandem and controls 
 Careful selection of route 

 Mechanical failure 
resulting in injuries  

 Properly maintained cycles  
 Careful checking of cycles prior to rid 

 Cold injuries/heat 
injuries  

 Appropriate clothing, and nothing to be hanging from the 
bike all additional clothing to be carried in a bag  

 Careful checks of students clothing prior to ride 
 Monitoring by staff 

 Dangerous terrain   Careful selection of route & to be aware/avoid hazards 

 Entanglement in bike  Appropriate choice and use of dual controls 

NOTES 

 Check adjustable seats and wheelchair clamp are properly fitted prior to use. 
 Check students ability before leaving the centre/commencing the activity 
 Helmets - Specific individual circumstances may preclude participants wearing a helmet. 

Whilst every effort will be made for all participants to wear helmets it is understood that 
exceptions may be made in the best interest of the young person concerned. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
 7.1  Mountain Biking and Access Bikes- Centre 
Grounds 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Collisions with 
Vehicles 

 Try to ride on grass or footpaths, avoid drive during busy 
periods and keep away from car parking areas 

 Get students to push the bikes from the store onto grass before 
riding. 

 Access bike to be used after a briefing from a member of staff, 
student to be accompanied by an able bodied ‘buddy’. 

 Collision with 
grass cutting 
machinery 

 Keep well clear of grass cutting operation 
 Try to make contact with operator if you need to pass 

 Collision with 
Zip wire when 
in use 

 Staff to be aware and manage group accordingly, 
 Only pass under wire when given the all clear be zip operator 

 Collisions with 
buildings on 
west side of 
centre due to 
loss of control 
on hill. 

 Close group control 
 Make sure students have full control of the bike before heading 

on to the west slope 
 Avoid in very wet conditions 

 Falls from Bike 
Park features 

 Bike park to be inspected prior to use 
 Students ability assessed before using Bike Park area 
 Close group control 
 Students shown how to ride features correctly 
 Consider spotting 

 Collisions with 
other riders on 
Bike Park 

 Show the group what direction to ride circuits in 
 Consider using cones direct riders 
 Brief students to not to attempt a feature until it is clear 
 Avoid whole group “free-riding”  

Equipment 

 No site specific equipment required, however it might be worth thinking about having 
access to marker cones and planks to create games. 

Notes 

 The BPC grounds offer a great place to introduce MTB skills, flat grassy areas lend 
themselves to playing skills games whilst the various hills and earth features are good 
for trail skills.   

 Great care and consideration should be made towards other centre users. 
 The Bike Park offers many challenging features to aid coaching and prepare students 

for riding off road. All features must be checked and tested before use.  Access Bikes 
should not use the Bike Park area.  

 The BPC grounds offer a great place to use the access bikes due to the relatively flat 
nature of the area 

 Keep well clear of any grass cutting going on. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 7.2  Mountain Biking - Swinsty Reservoir 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Road Traffic 
Accident at 
Stone Cross 
junction 

 Drive via Braithwaite lane, not Dacre Lane.  

 Collision with 
parking barrier 

 Use specific cyclist and equestrian parking area adjacent to 
main car park. 

 Collision with 
cars / 
pedestrians in 
car park 

 Staff to take into account how busy the car park is before 
allowing students to ride in it. Brief the students about riding in 
the car park if appropriate. 

 Observe local signs and keep to cycle paths and tracks, warn 
pedestrians of your presence.  

 Collision with 
pedestrians / 
horses other 
cyclists on 
trails. 

 Warn other trail users of you presence give way to walkers and 
riders 

 Brief students to stop if they see a horse and rider, give way to 
horses, pass wide and slow if asked to do so. Wait until horse 
has passed consider alternative route. 

 Road 
Crossings 

 Brief students about crossing procedure, consider having them 
dismount. With larger groups cross in smaller groups. 

 Use confident second as a look out, agree a signal that road is 
clear, group to cross on leaders command only, agree this 
command with group. 

 Consider use of “high-viz” clothing 
 Avoid crossing road at the Timble cross roads on the Otley road, 

The cross roads is on a summit and very hard to see oncoming 
traffic 

 Drowning  Supervision, avoidance. 

 Falling limbs 
from trees 

 Consider not using woods in very windy conditions 

 Grouse Shoots  Keep to trails 
 Observe signs 
 Ask shoot staff permission to proceed if necessary  

Equipment 

 No site specific equipment required 

Notes: 

 Some routes may get very boggy in the winter months or after heavy rain. Sections of 
the “red” trail are only passable when dry and with more able groups some pushing 
may be required.  

 Great care is needed if using the red descent line. Staff must be very familiar with the 
route before use and have full confidence in the group’s abilities. 

 Mobile phone coverage is patchy.  
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SITE SPECIFIC  7.3  Mountain Biking - Otley Chevin Forest Trails 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Road Traffic at 
Stone Cross 
junction 

 Drive via Braithwaite lane, not Dacre Lane.  

 Collision with 
cars / horses/ 
pedestrians in 
car park 

 Brief students not to ride bikes whilst in car park. Push bikes to 
trail head. Observe local signs and keep to cycle paths and 
tracks, warn pedestrians of your presence.  

 Collision with 
pedestrians / 
horses other 
cyclists on 
trails. 

 Warn other trail users of you presence give way to walkers and 
riders 

 Brief students to stop if they see a horse and rider, give way to 
horses, pass wide and slow if asked to do so. Wait until horse 
has passed consider alternative route. 

 Dog excrement   Warn students to be vigilant 
 Bikes fitted with mud guards 
 Consider hand cleaning facilities before lunch 
 Avoid riding on grassy areas, stay on trails   

 Riding off cliffs  Staff to be aware where cliff edges are and control group 
accordingly  

 Falling trees 
and branches 

 Consider not using woods in very windy conditions 
 Avoid areas where tree felling, forestry work is being carried out 

 Falls from, and 
entrapment 
from log piles  

 Keep students well away from forestry log piles 

 Attacks by 
dogs 

 Brief students to dismount, place bike between themselves and 
the dog 

 Use force if necessary  

Equipment 

 No site specific equipment required 

Notes: 

 Otley is a great venue with lots of options to make interesting and challenging rides. 
The tracks are well marked and well maintained.  

 Avoid weekends and bank holidays as the venue will be very busy.    
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SITE SPECIFIC  7.4 Mountain Biking - Gisburn Forest Trails 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Stone Cross 
junction. 

 Long Preston / 
A65 Junction 
(Return 
Journey) 

 Drive via Braithwaite lane, not Dacre Lane.  
 
 

 Ask second staff member to cross A65 and signal when road is 
clear. Consideration should be given to this person should wear 
a high visibility vest. 

 Collision with 
cars 
/pedestrians in 
car park 

 Staff to take into account how busy the car park is before 
allowing students to ride in it. Brief the students about riding in 
the car park if appropriate. 

 Observe local signs and keep to cycle paths and tracks, warn 
pedestrians of your presence. 

 Collision with 
cars where trail 
meets hole 
house lane 
reservoir 
crossing 

 Staff to be aware and manage group accordingly,  

 Accidents on 
extreme trail 
features* 

 Staff must detailed prior knowledge before riding these more 
technical sections 

 Close group control 
 Careful selection of features used 
 Consider using spotters 
 Test “Northshore”** sections for grip before riding 

 Falling trees 
and branches 

 Consider not using woods in very windy conditions 
 Avoid areas where tree felling, forestry work is being carried out 

 Falls from, and 
entrapment 
from log piles  

 Keep students well away from forestry log piles 

Equipment 

 No site specific equipment required 

Notes.* 

 In an emergency the head forester can be contacted at Martin College on 07774 
293920 to open gates or provide assistance as needed. 

 Gisburn has a number of big drops, jumps and “Northshore”** features, these are 
usually clearly marked. 

 There is a skills loop at the Stone Circle trail head. Choose section appropriate to 
students ability. 

 ** “Northshore” features are made of wood and often elevated.   
 Gisburn is a purpose built trail centre with trails to cater for all ability groups. Most 

routes are sheltered and well maintained. The blue route would be an excellent option 
for groups, red sections can be added but this will require detailed knowledge of the 
trail network.  The forest is under constant development, routes and features will 
change. 

 Getting to Gisburn takes about 1hr 15min. 
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 There are toilets in the car park. 
 A parking pass should be displayed. This is available from Maggie’s office. 
 Mobile coverage is mixed. 
  

SITE SPECIFIC 
 7.5  Mountain Biking (plus Access bike)- Scar House 
Reservoir   

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Falling from 
Dam Wall 

 Group control 

 Collision with 
farm traffic 

 Give farm traffic a wide berth 
 If on access bike, carefully consider going across dam wall, as 

the bike is too large to allow traffic past 
 Consider dismounting 
 If on dam wall move group to one side or “park” in stepped 

niches, or turn around and leave the dam until traffic is clear. 
 If doing descent onto north end of Scar dam, stop students well 

before they meet the road.  

 Grouse 
shooting 

 Observe shooting restriction notices 
 Change venue during a shoot 

 Falling into 
deep water 

 Group to be kept away from water’s edge, stay on trail 

 Exposure  Avoid venue in bad weather 

Equipment 

 Map area / route. 

Notes: 

 The route at Scar circles the reservoir and works well in both directions.  
 There is ample parking and good toilets. 
 The route is mainly on bridal track over open farm land. In places there are some 

huge puddles to be negotiated, part of the route is on the tarmac access lane.  
 Scar is very exposed so should only be used during good weather.  

 
In addition if using accessible bikes the following should be considered; 
 Scar House Reservoir: Traffic here can be an issue, make sure no traffic is coming 

across the dam wall before crossing as there are no passing places. 
 Beware of the drop on the right hand side of the road when approaching the dam from 

the car park, careful supervision is required at this point. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
 7.6 Mountain Biking – Eagle Hall-Providence - 
Ashfold Loop 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Road section- BPC 
to Eagle Hall 

 Careful planning, briefing and management of the group 
along the road section especially at Turner Bridge and the 
crossing of the Greenhow Road  

 Group to be guided across the above junctions by staff. 
Consider dismounting and crossing in small groups 

 Sharp bends at Hill 
end and Providence 
mine area 

 Careful coaching and group management 
 Consider signalling group through one at a time 

 Steep 
ascents/descents in 
area between Eagle 
Hall and Ashfold 
Beck 

 Management of group to keep together/ wait on ascents  
 Management of group and individual speed on descent 
 Careful assessment of individual ability and appropriate 

skills coaching 

 Providence mine 
workings 

 Although this area is used frequently by locals, it is not 
officially open to the public so keep to public bridleway and 
do not use singletrack 

 Caravan park, ford, 
Mosscar Bottom 

 

 Be aware of pedestrians in the caravan park, dismount if 
appropriate 

 Assess water levels and ability of group and avoid ford by 
use of small footbridge if ford deemed in appropriate 

 Be considerate of the house owner at Mosscar Bottom as 
the bridleway goes right through the garden. Beware of 
electric fence by red gate  

 Cattlegrids  There are several of these on the tracks in the above area. 
Staff to be aware of location and ensure appropriate speed 
and approach 

 Barbed wire  Located on track by Mosscar House and on singletrack 
above bridge across Ashfold Beck in mine area. Staff to be 
aware and mange group past – on foot in necessary 

 ‘Main’ road between 
spot height 133 and 
Riverside car park 

 This is quite a busy road, especially in summer. Careful 
briefing and management of group particularly the bend 
before Nidderdale High School (Grid ref 152 662) 

 Millenium Bridge to 
Pateley Bridge 

 This is not an official bridle path. Be aware of pedestrians 
and dismount as appropriate 

 Avoid at school closing time (3.35pm) as route will be busy 
with pupils walking home from school 

 Bike Play Park by 
Millenium Bridge 

 Appropriate management of group in relation to skill level, 
numbers and other users 

 Pateley Bridge to 
BPC via 
showground 

 Use the zebra crossing to cross the main road 
 Return to Centre across show ground. PERMISSION 

MUST BE GAINED BY PROIR ARRANGEMENT with 
Trevor Stoney. Pupils must dismount and walk through the 
show ground 
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 Pateley to Bewerely 
village via road 

 This is a difficult section with busy roads, junctions and a 
steep ascent. Use alternative route through showground if 
permission granted. 

 Careful management of group at right turn by garage, left 
turn opposite Royal Oak and ascent of Bewerely Hill. 
Consider dismounting.  

EQUIPMENT 

 

NOTES   

 Due for the need to use the road this route is not a standard route. Permission can be 
sought to cross the showground on odd occasions but is not granted as a standard 
procedure. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 7.7  Mountain Biking / Stainburn (Norwood Edge) 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Accidents on 
extreme trail 
features* 

 Staff must detailed prior knowledge before riding these 
more technical sections 

 Close group control 
 Careful selection of features used 
 Consider using spotters 
 Test “Northshore”** sections for grip before riding 

 

 Falling trees and 
branches 

 Consider not using woods in very windy conditions 
 Avoid areas where tree felling, forestry work is being 

carried out 
 

 Falls from, and 
entrapment from log 
piles  

 Keep students well away from forestry log piles 

 Road crossing from 
car park to the 
“uphill side” 

 Consider riding up the road to the top gate, or taking the 
red climb then continue up the road.  

 Effective group management. 

EQUIPMENT 

Map of area / route. 

NOTES: 

 
 Stainburn is a hand built trail venue with red, black and natural trails. The trails are 

very technical and physically demanding.  
 The Woods are divided by the main road, the trails down hill of the car park / road are 

the graded built trails.  
 Across the road and above the car park the trails are natural and not marked. 
 Stainburn has a number of big drops, jumps, skinnies and *“Northshore” features 
 Stainburn should only be considered for riders with a high level of skill. The leader 

must have detailed trail knowledge before taking a group there.  
 “Northshore” features are made of wood and often elevated.   
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GENERIC 
8a. Snowsports  - Cross Country Skiing - Local 
sites 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Significant Falls 
 Progressive training of participants in use of skis  
 First Aid and Emergency Equipment must be readily available 

on the activity 

 Collisions with 
fixed 
objects/people  

 Pupils must not be allowed to ski unsupervised 
 Choice of suitable and appropriate terrain and routes 
 Effective group control to be maintained 

 Hazards hidden 
by snow  Choice of suitable and appropriate terrain and routes 

 Twisted ankles  Appropriate fitting of Boots and Skis 

 Cold Conditions 
(inc. wind chill) 

 Check that participants are wearing/carrying appropriate 
clothing for conditions 

 Regular checks for comfort or students 

 Snow Blindness / 
Sunburn 

 Use of sunglasses or skiing goggles in bright conditions 
 Regular breaks for re-hydration / application of sunscreen 

 Getting Lost/ 
Separated 

 Clear Boundaries to be set and maintained 
 Effective group control to be maintained 

 Failure of 
Equipment  Suitable repair kit / spares to be carried 

 Losing Control on 
Steep Ground 

 Effective group control to be maintained 
 Choice of suitable and appropriate terrain and routes 
 Avoid steep downhill and ensure safe run out 

 Head Injury 

 Effective group control to be maintained 
 Choice of suitable and appropriate terrain and routes 
 Helmets are not normally worn for X-Country Skiing but staff 

may decide that students will wear helmets if the risk of a fall is 
likely to lead to a head injury in the environment they are 
working in (i.e. rocky or wooded terrain) 

NOTES 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Numbers (ii) 
and (v).  

 All venues should be checked for suitability on day of skiing BEFORE participants 
start skiing 

 Match challenges of venue to needs of participants (this may vary, so differentiation 
is likely to be necessary)  

 At the moment (due to global warming leading to lack of snow in winter) we do not 
have Site Specific RAs for this activity – staff should, therefore, use local 
knowledge and existing site specific RAs to carry out a risk assessment  before 
using any venue. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
8b. Snowsports  -  Sledging  (Centre, Nought Bank, 
Showground). 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Too fast  Choose slope with suitable gradient  

 Collision  Define clear separate areas for descent and walk back up.  
 Regulate descent frequency, one sledge at a time, ensure 

bottom is clear before setting off 

 Rocks and other 
protrusions 

 Thoroughly check slope to ensure a smooth obstruction free 
descent 

 Head/ body 
injury  

 Wear helmet, only sit in sledges, feet first, i.e. no head first, 
standing descents or jumps 

 Cold injury  Ensure students are properly dressed for activity, take safety 
sack. 

 Not stopping  Ensure run out at bottom will guarantee a slow safe finish and 
is obstacle free. Brief students on  how to stop 

 Agricultural  Ensure you check with land owner for permission and avoid 
conflict with agricultural usage. 

Equipment 

 Sledges, helmets, safety sack, mobile phone. 

Notes 

 Contact numbers: 
Nought Bank; Howard Leahy 01423 711558 
Show ground; Trevor Stoney 07811 590436 
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Generic  9.   Bushcraft -  Local & Centre Environments 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Shelter collapse  Use suitable robust materials 
 Student briefing and staff supervision 

 Injury during 
shelter 
construction 

 Brief students how to hammer in pegs safely 
 Brief students on safe ways of cutting / breaking wood for 

shelter construction 
 Staff supervision 

 Cuts from sharp 
edged tools 

 Make appropriate judgement on the suitability of students to 
use knives, peelers etc. 

 Ensure knives are in good usable condition – sharp and in 
sheath 

 Brief students on knife safety and safe usage 
 Students should wear a protective heavy duty glove on the 

hand which is holding the object being cut. They shouldn’t 
wear a glove on the hand controlling the cutting tool 

 Ensure students have adequate workspace 
 Close supervision is essential, limit numbers if this is difficult 
 Ensure all cutting tools are collected at end of session 

 Saw cuts  Make appropriate judgement on the suitability of students to 
use saws and type of saw. Can it be avoided? 

 Ensure saws are in good usable condition  
 Brief students on saw safety and safe usage 
 Students should wear a protective heavy duty glove on the 

hand which is holding the object being cut. They shouldn’t 
wear a glove on the hand controlling the cutting tool 

 Ensure students have adequate workspace 
 Close supervision is essential, limit numbers if this is difficult 
 Ensure all saws are collected at end of session 

 Axe cuts  Only fully trained staff to use axes and/or billhooks, following 
recognised techniques and guidelines (see Bushcraft OP’s) 

 Avoid use unless necessary 
 Do not leave axes/billhooks where students may find and use 

them. 
 Generally students are not to use axes or billhooks unless on 

a developmental course where they have some prior skills 
and training and are closely supervised. 

 Fire 

 

  

 Brief students about fire safety 
 Group management 
 Keep fires small 
 Consider having some means to extinguish fire in emergency 

– fire extinguisher, water in suitable container. 
 Don’t light fires where they can spread or get out of control. 
 Any rock may shatter when heated. If possible avoid lighting 

fires on rock or concrete. Don’t put rocks around fire.  
 Avoid getting too close to fire. 
 Keep other fuel and combustibles away from proximity of lit 

fires 
 Ensure fires are completely extinguished when session is 

over 
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 If lighting fires in Lavvos ensure they are kept to a very small 
size and don’t obstruct the entrance. Staff should carry a 
knife for emergency exit. 

 Burns/Scalds  Brief students about the dangers of handling pots and hot 
liquids  

 Where possible ensure students are not wearing flammable 
clothing or hair gels 

 Ensure students don’t get too close to lit fires - use long 
sticks if cooking 

 Careful group management; minimise movement around lit 
fires 

 If using Kelly Kettles follow the manufacturer’s guidelines to 
avoid burns and scalds 

 Staff trained in correct use of Kelly Kettles 

 Falling branch  Brief students on safe ways to collect wood 
 Avoid climbing trees 
 Inspect trees used for collection – check for large dead 

branches which could fall 
 Don’t stand under branches when collecting them for wood 

 Drowning  Brief students about hazards of water margins (Ponds, lakes 
and rivers) 

 Collect water in pairs (Ponds, lakes and rivers) 
 Supervise students collecting water from deep water (Ponds, 

lakes and rivers) 

 Cuts caused by 
bracken 

 Group to be briefed – use gloves /cut with knife ( under 
supervision) rather than pulling 

 Poisonous /Irritant 
Plants 

 Brief group to avoid contact with irritants such as Hogweed. 
 If eating or tasting plants ensure they are clean and staff are 

fully aware of their identity. If in doubt don’t! 
 Close supervision of all groups but especially S.E.N.D 

groups 

 Slips and Falls  Brief students on safe areas to use for collecting materials 
and working in 

 Don’t climb trees or rocks 
 Avoid steep or muddy slopes 

 Hit by 
spear/arrow/dart 

 If using spears, blowpipes or bows carefully consider safe 
management of this activity. Students should be well briefed 
before session begins.  

 Set clear boundaries and a firing line. Students should 
remain behind firing line whilst shots are taken and only 
move in front when told to do so by BPC staff. 

 Careful choice of firing area – ensure no-one else is in 
danger.  
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 Consider signage to prevent persons accidentally  entering 
firing area or fire shots into clearly defined area where 
visibility is clear and no-one could walk in front of firing.  

 Placement of targets should consider where darts/arrows/ 
spears fall if they miss – ensure they can’t travel on and 
harm someone behind target. 

Equipment 

 Knives, Fire steels and flints 

Note: 

 It is recommended staff are thoroughly trained and familiarised with safety, and briefing 
students in the use of these sharp tools.  

 This activity can be used as an enhancement to other activities or as an activity in its own 
right. Therefore locations may vary, however they may often be remote, therefore bear in 
mind that using knives and saws could result in a deep cut or stab wound if used 
incorrectly, which could prove very serious if help was some time or distance away 
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10. On Site Ropes Courses 

SITE SPECIFIC 10.1  Low Ropes/Pine Line 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Unauthorised  use  Signs 
 Fenced in 
 Briefing to all visitors 

 Equipment failure  Visual check for all accessible equipment made by member of 
staff prior to every use 

 Regular checks made of all equipment by designated (trained) 
member of staff 

 Annual check of all apparatus by outside agency 

 Falls/Slips/Trips  Use helmets 
 Spotting participants where necessary 
 Ensure students are aware of trip hazards and take steps to 

avoid them. 
 If necessary brief students on correct use of apparatus (See 

relevant OP’s) 

Equipment 

 Helmets 

Notes 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
10.2  High Ropes (Jacob’s Ladder, Leap of Faith, 
Crate Challenge) 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Unauthorised  use  Rigging/access ladder removed after every use 
 Signs 
 Fenced in 
 Jacob’s Ladder locked up 
 Access ladders locked up 

 Falls /slips 
/collision with 
apparatus 

 Use helmets  
 Careful briefing to students in correct use of apparatus 
 Constant supervision by staff 
 Ensure crates are used correctly to prevent impact with users. 

 Students belaying 
incorrectly 

 Careful briefing of students 
 Constant supervision 
 Staff should consider getting each new belay team to do a test 

run to familiarise themselves with holding a climber. This to be 
done from an appropriate height on the pole.  Or staff could 
consider tailing the dead rope 

 Equipment failure  Visual check for all accessible equipment made by member of 
staff prior to every use 

 Regular checks made of all equipment by designated (trained) 
member of staff 

 Annual check of all apparatus by outside agency 

 Maintenance 
inspection work 
on the High ropes  

 Maintenance/inspection staff should conform to the working at 
height regulations as this activity comes under its jurisdiction   

 Solo working  Staff should be accompanied when checking/working at height 
This includes rigging before use by groups  

 Weather  Not to be used in lightning storms. 
 Consider the effects of strong winds  

 Hair /clothing/ 
tangle in rope - 
caught in belay 
device  

 Supervision – use group to pull on live rope 
 Tie hair out of way &/or conceal in clothing  
 If hair does get tangled - cut clothing /hair – staff to carry knife  

 Student 
suspended mid 
rope –
unconscious  

 2 ropes to be rigged at all times when the high ropes is being 
used – enables a rope to be available for rescues – speeding 
rescue ( suspension trauma)  

 Use rope to climb up to stuck student to enable a snatch style 
rescue to be completed – belayed by group  

 The suspended casualty could be brought back to the pole by 
the belay team detaching from the ground anchor and pulling 
the casualties rope over  

 Scenario training to practice evacuation  
 Phone for assistance (staff MUST carry mobile) 

 Levels of 
supervision 
compromised  by 
time constraints 
placed on session 
or other users  

  In the winter months( from October half term until end of 
February )– avoid programming more than one session on the 
High Ropes i.e. only one in the morning one in the afternoon  

 Supervision is more difficult when more than one group is 
operating.  Normal limit of  use of the High ropes is  one group 
(on either Leap of Faith OR Jacob’s Ladder)  
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 No more than two groups will be programmed to be on High 
Ropes (Leap of Faith/ Jacob’s Ladder AND Zip Wire) in a 
session (morning /afternoon). 

   

Equipment 

 Staff to wear harnesses whilst supervising on the High Ropes and carry 2 x prusik, 2x 
karabiners, a sling, a knife and phone AND wear helmet. 

Notes 

 Always rig two ropes even if only using one to facilitate rescues. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 10.3  Zip Wire 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Collision with 3rd 
party when zip 
wire in use 

 Signs 
 Supervision by staff of all users of site 
 Briefing 

 Equipment failure 

 

 Visual check for all accessible equipment made by member of staff 
prior to every use 

 Regular checks made of all equipment by designated (trained) 
member of staff 

 Annual check of all apparatus by outside agency 

 Unauthorised  use  Rigging/access ladder removed after every use 
 Signs 

 Students belaying 
incorrectly 

 Careful briefing of students 
 Constant supervision 
 Using an Italian Hitch at the top of the Zip Wire which staff also 

control 

 Students 
attaching to belay 
rope 

 Briefing and observation 

 Staff falling / 
slipping / 
dropping the 
belay rope 

 While ascending the pole use an adult on the front of the belay rope 
 Make sure you are attached at the top of the pole at all times  
 Take the trace rope with you in case you drop the belay rope  

 Maintenance 
inspection work 
on the zip wire  

 Maintenance/inspection staff should conform to the working at height 
regulations as this activity comes under its jurisdiction   

 Solo working  Staff should be accompanied when checking/working at height 

 Participants 
colliding with the 
pole (end of zip)  

 Students briefed not to launch themselves off the platform  
 A stop has been added to the end of the zip wire to ensure that the 

participant is arrested before impacting the pole (see below) 

 Weather 

 Zip Wire not to be used in lightning storms. 
 Staff to consider the effect of strong winds, both psychologically on 

the students and its effect on descent speed which could result in a 
faster impact against the arrester at the end. 

 Levels of 
supervision 
compromised  by 
time constraints 
placed on session  

  In the winter months( from October half term until end of February )– 
avoid programming more than one session on the Zip Wire i.e. only 
one in the morning one in the afternoon   

 Jammed zip line 
pulley 

 Pulley checked every 6 months and replaced with re-furbished pulley 
annually 

 Scenario training for staff  to practise evacuation (completed 
annually) 

 Hair &/or Clothing 
caught in pulley, 
karabiner or belay 
device 

 Check that all clothing and hair is secure 
 A “Sum” belay device is available and can be used to ensure that the 

student is belayed to the pulley with a tight rope 
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 Other approved systems may be used at the discretion of the BPC 
teacher/tutor   

 Students 
accidently 
releasing the sum 
while on the zip 

 Tie the Sum device off before setting off with a slippery hitch and two 
half hitches above the Sum device 

S.E.N.D. Use of Kite Harness 

 Dropping of 
Button when 
removing from 
pulley 

 No persons to be under or near the platform when removing the 
button. 

 The button is to be attached to a free stanchion when not in use. 

 Improper fitting of 
Kite harness 

 Staff to be inducted into the correct use of the harness and if 
necessary they can refer to the manufactures guidelines (copy in 
important information file). 

 Students getting 
rope burns when 
pulling the Zippee 
back up the line 

 Student briefing. 

 Fall from the step 
ladder 

 Only BPC staff to use the step ladder, two members of staff present. 
One to stabilize one to climb. 

Equipment 

 
 

Notes 

 All non SPA holders MUST attend Staff Training ANNUALLY 

 Staff working on the maintenance of the zip wire need to be fully conversant with the lone 
workers policy and conform to the working at Heights regulations. As a minimum always 
have a second person at the site (out of the system) who should carry a mobile, also a 
system must be in place to confirm that work has finished. 
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11.  Team Building / Activity Games / Field Games 

11.1 Local Activities -  Bewerley Park Centre (On Site Activities)   

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Falls /slips  

 Staff briefing of students prior to activity 
 Visiting staff briefing on arrival day 
 Staff supervision 
 Use of helmets (on Blind Line, tunnels and appropriate 

initiatives) 
 Use of  (trained) spotters on appropriate activities 
 Check suitability of location/ ground - cover or change 

venue/plan as deemed necessary 

 Water Hazards on 
site  

 Briefing to make aware 
 Fencing /signs 

 Back injuries  Advice given on safe lifting  

 Rope burns 
 Staff briefing prior to activity 
 Staff supervision 
 Consider use of gloves 

 Equipment / 
apparatus failure 

 Staff to assess suitability of all equipment/apparatus 
prior to use 

 Regular (recorded) checks by assigned staff 

 Collision with object 
person during 
games 

 Staff briefing of students prior to activity 
 Visiting staff briefing on arrival day 
 Staff supervision 

 Unauthorised use of 
black tunnels 

 ‘Keep Out’ signage on and near the tunnel.  Also locks 
on the doors and hatches 

 Head Injuries  Students to wear helmets 

 Fingers trapped in 
tunnel hatches 

 Student briefing 
 Staff supervision 

 Pupils becoming 
panicked in tunnels 

 Carry a head torch and be prepared to crawl through 
tunnel 

Equipment 

Helmets for local activities available and to be used when appropriate 

Notes 

 ‘Local activities’ also includes the following, which take place in the centre grounds 
at Bewerley Park Centre: 

 Initiative exercises (Separate risk assessments for each individual initiative 
exercise below in 11.2) 

 Blind Line 

 Yorkshire Sports 

 Field games supervised by visiting staff outside centre run activity sessions 
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11.2  Bewerley Park Centre – Initiative exercises / Team work 
exercises – Trust Games 

ACTIVITY HAZARD CONTROL MEASURES 

1. The Challenge Wall  
 Manual handling 

 Fall 

 Briefing re safe lifting 
 Ensure correct spotting 
 Trained staff supervision 
 Helmets  
 Suitable clothing and footwear 

2. Barrel & Planks 

 Falls and trips 

 Dropped 
equipment 

 Briefing and direct supervision 
 Appropriate landing area 
 Suitable clothing and footwear 
 Helmets 

3.   Bewerley Bottles 
4. Down the Drain 
5. Holy Pipes 
6. Game, Set and 
Match 
7. Hand Tangle 
8. Nuclear Bomb 
9. Post It 
10. Shark Hunter 
11. Silent Tent Pitch 
12. Traffic Jam 

 Falls and trips  Briefing and direct supervision 

13. The Muse  Lifting injuries  Briefing and direct supervision 

14. Transporter Bridge 

 Dropped 
equipment 

 Rope burns 

 Strains 

 Briefing and direct supervision 

15. Swamp Walk 
 Rope burns 

 Trips / slips 
 Supervision 
 Appropriate operating area 

16. Blind Line 

 Collisions with 
trees / fixed 
objects 

 Trips / slips 

 Direct supervision briefing 
 Helmets 

17. Blindfold Square 

 Rope 
entanglement / 
burns 

 Disorientation 

 Direct supervision 

18. Levitation 
 Dropping 

equipment 
 Direct supervision 
 Appropriate footwear and clothing 

19. Spider’s Web 
 Lifting injuries 

 Falls 
 Supervision / briefing on safe lifting 

20. Tyre Lift  Lifting injuries  Supervision / briefing on safe lifting 
 Helmets 
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 Falls 

21. Whistle Blower  Lifting injuries  Supervision / briefing on safe lifting 

22. Tug of War 

 Slips 

 Back strains 

 Entanglement in 
rope / rope burns 

 Direct supervision and briefing 
 Suitable clothing and footwear 
 Suitable underfoot conditions 
 No knots in rope pull – using hand 

grip only 
 No letting go of rope 

23. Welly Wanging 

 Strains 

 Being hit by 
flying welly! 

 Direct supervision 
 Identified area of wanging 

24. Trust Falls 
 Falls 

 Strains 
 Direct supervision / briefing 
 Appropriate area of operation 

25. Blindfold Maze 
 Slips 

 Collisions 
 Direct supervision 

26. Tunnels 
(plastic tube complex) 

 Entrapment/ 

 Pupils becoming 
panicked 

 Falls 

 Have a system of knowing how 
many are in the tunnel 

 Judgement of group members by 
staff 

 Carry a head torch and be prepared 
to crawl through tunnel 

 Students climbing on/over tunnels 
should be briefed for correct safe 
techniques and supervised. 

 Point out any protruding supports 
and avoid climbing over/landing 
near these. 

Equipment 

 Equipment available in the Yellow classroom. 
 Helmets / harnesses, as appropriate. 

Notes 

 This list is not exhaustive. Staff will produce exercises that will meet a particular need / 
client / situation. For these one-off exercises staff will make dynamic risk assessments 
with reference to the generic R/A for all educational visits and activities. 
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11.3  Team Building / Activity Games* -  Off Site (as part of other 
adventurous activities)   

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Falls /slips  

 Staff briefing of students prior to activity 
 Visiting staff briefing on arrival day 
 Appropriate staff supervision 
 Use of helmets  
 Use of  (trained) spotters on appropriate activities 
 Check suitability of location/ ground – cover 

ground/hazard or change venue/plan as deemed 
necessary 

 Head Injuries 
 Students to wear helmets if there is a likelihood of head 

injury 

 Collision with object 
person during 
games 

 Staff briefing of students prior to activity 
 Visiting staff briefing on arrival day 
 Appropriate  staff supervision 

 Back injuries 
 Advice given on safe lifting  
 Appropriate staff supervision 

 Equipment / 
apparatus failure 

 Staff to assess suitability of all equipment/apparatus 
prior to use 

 Regular (recorded) checks by assigned staff 

 Water Hazards 
 Briefing to make aware 
 Use of correct PPE 

 Getting lost 
 Use of defined area with boundaries 
 Staff briefing/instructions 

Equipment 

 

Notes 

 *Activity games includes the following which take place whilst students are off site 
taking part in programmed adventurous activities 

 Initiative exercises  

 Blindfold games 

 Hide and seek 

 Tag and related games 

 Field games  - football, rounders etc. 
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Generic  12.   Improvised Rafting   

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Drowning 
 Wearing of Buoyancy Aid 
 Water confidence of participants ascertained 

 Capsizes, 
entrapment, 
entanglement 

 Craft checked for security by staff before use 
 Knots/lashings tied to minimise likelihood of entrapment 
 Staff training in use of rafting/rafted canoes 
 Agreed signal system for clear communication 
 Safety boat cover or effective form of rescue available on 

shore (throw line, canoe etc.) 

 Lifting injuries 

 Briefing and supervision of students during activity 
 Insistence on safe lifting of heavy raft/canoes 
 Share the load 
 Use of transfer chairs for mobility issues 

 Head injuries  Helmets to be worn when on raft 
 Paddle briefing and group management 

 Drifting offshore 

 Detailed weather forecast  
 Agreed signal system for clear communication 
 Safety boat cover or effective form of rescue available on 

shore (throw line, canoe etc.) 

 Collision with fixed 
objects/other 
craft/people 

 Defined and agreed rafting area 
 Briefing and supervision of students during activity 

 

 Pollution/debris  Visual inspection of operating area before use. 

 Poles breaking  Examine poles regularly and replace as necessary 

PPE / H&S Equipment 

Helmets, buoyancy aids, wetsuits if necessary. First aid kit and emergency equipment. 

Notes 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (ii and 
v)  

 First aid kit and paddles to be taken to activity venue from centre. 
 This is perceived as a relatively low-key activity and thus not requiring technical skill 

nor experience on the part of the leader/instructor.  However the potential risk is as 
great as with other water activities. 

 Participants may get over enthusiastic or ‘carried away’ whilst rafting.  It is important 
to maintain effective communication to get immediate attention of all participants 
should a problem occur. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 12.1  Improvised Rafting - Glasshouses Dam  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Blind spots behind 
island/boathouse 

 Briefing to ensure students know to keep in sight of all 
others/staff 

 Careful control by staff 

 Slips/falls onto fixed 
objects/ the raft    

 Briefing 
 Care when operating in vicinity of metal posts and 

overhanging viewing platforms 
 Use of helmets 

 Hand/foot 
entanglement in 
ropes/poles when 
rafting/rafted canoes 

 Craft checked for security by staff before use 
 Knots/lashings tied to minimise likelihood of entrapment 
 Staff training in use of rafting/rafted canoes 
 Safety boat should be available 

 Falls from banking  Staff need to make students aware of the drop into the 
river on the South side of the dam – this can be difficult to 
see due to vegetation growth 

 Injuries from lifting  Insistence on safe lifting of heavy canoes/kayaks 
 Share the load 
 Use of transfer chairs for mobility issues 

 Strong winds – 
collisions  

 Keep in shelter if possible  
 Consider rafting canoes together for ease of group 

management  

 Diving/jumping into 
shallow water 

 Supervision & briefing re: depth of water 

 Unauthorised use of  
canoes /equipment 

 Any equipment left at the dam should be secured  against 
unauthorised use  

Equipment 

 Staff should carry their own first aid equipment and bivvy bag 

Notes 
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Generic  13.   Paddlesports - Kayaking & Canoeing 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Drowning 

 Wear correctly  sized  and fitted  Buoyancy Aid (or Life 
Jacket) 

 Appropriate assessment of water level  
 Water confidence of participants ascertained – 

capsize/entrapment procedure explained/practiced as 
deemed appropriate by activity leader 

 Lifting injuries  Careful handling of trailers, lifting of craft, individuals and 
other heavy items. 

 Head injuries 
 Helmets to be worn on all paddlesport activities by staff 

and students (exception R Ure Depot – Boroughbridge – 
see site specific) 

 Trailer related accidents 

 Boats blown off the 
trailer (esp. open 
canoes) 

 Ensuring all items are adequately secured 
 Helmets to be worn whilst loading and unloading trailers 

(including staff, assistants etc.) 
 Suitable briefing of participants 
 In windy &/or gusty conditions keep the boats restrained 

using painters &/or lashing ropes.  

 Pollution/debris  Water quality – assessment by staff and  appropriate 
briefing of students  

 Drifting offshore 
/Strong winds and 
squalls/gusts 

 Defined and agreed paddling area 
 Detailed weather forecast, tidal information (if 

appropriate) and constant observation of conditions 

 Separation/group 
member out of sight of 
leader 

 Appropriate assessment of water level  
 Use C.L.A.P. (comms /line of sight/awareness/position of 

leader ) principles effectively 
 Agreed signal system for clear communication on the 

water 
 Defined and agreed paddling area 

 Swamping of craft 

 Use of buoyancy 
 Briefing/management of group 
 Ensure canoe rafts are built correctly and be separated 

quickly in an emergency 
 Appropriately equipped and fitted craft 
 Where fitted, deck hatches must be correctly fitted prior to 

launch 

 Strong 
currents/eddies/stopper
s/undertows/rips/tidal 
streams 

 Appropriate assessment of water level  
 Use C.L.A.P. (comms /line of sight/awareness/position of 

leader ) principles effectively 
 Defined and agreed paddling area 

 Weirs 

 NYOLS authorised staff to assess group’s capability to 
run the weir. Their decision must take in to account weir 
construction, hydrology, experience, capability, water 
levels, supervision, type of craft and appropriateness of 
the task. 
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 Entrapment – 
strainers/trees/rocks/un
dercut banks/fishing 
line/fencing material 
etc. 

 Use C.L.A.P. (comms /line of sight/awareness/position of 
leader ) principles effectively 

 Defined and agreed paddling area 
 Staff to carry throwlines, towlines and a suitable knife  
 Water confidence of participants ascertained – 

capsize/entrapment procedure explained/practiced as 
deemed appropriate by activity leader 

 Entrapment – in/under 
craft and 
fingers/arms/legs/clothi
ng etc. 

 Staff to carry throwlines, towlines and a suitable knife  
 Water confidence of participants ascertained – 

capsize/entrapment procedure explained/practiced as 
deemed appropriate by activity leader 

 Collision with fixed 
objects/other 
craft/people 

 Defined and agreed paddling area/brief re: other water 
users 

 Appropriate protective clothing/footwear 
 Students advised on the procedure if other craft 

approaching (river right) 
 

 Sudden changes in 
weather and water 
levels/velocity 

 Appropriate assessment of water level  
 Detailed weather forecast, tidal information (if 

appropriate) and constant observation of conditions 

 Aggressive wildlife/ 
swans 

 Brief group 
 Avoid swans as far as is practicable 

PPE / H&S Equipment 

Helmets, buoyancy aids, wetsuits if appropriate, adequate food and drink, spare clothing 
and emergency gear and shelter as appropriate, in waterproof containers 

 

Notes 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (ii) and 
(v) 

 Careful consideration to be given to the use of spray decks/types of spray deck 
 A safety boat may be appropriate, in some circumstances, on open water 
 Rafted open boats can provide a stable platform for initial paddling sessions or to cater 

for young people with particular needs.  However, capsizes of rafted open boats, 
although unlikely, can present more problems in righting and emptying 

 Staff should make every effort to ensure the integrity of the canoe raft to avoid 
disintegration on the water 

 Staff should make every effort to ensure the canoe raft does not capsize unless this a 
planned and supervised staff training event. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 13.1  Paddlesports - Glasshouses Dam  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Blind spots behind 
island/boathouse 

 Briefing to ensure students know to keep in sight of all 
others/staff 

 Careful control by staff 

 Slips/injury onto 
fixed objects    

 Briefing 
 Care when operating in vicinity of metal posts and 

overhanging viewing platforms 
 Use of helmets 

 Hand/foot 
entanglement in 
ropes/rafted canoes 

 Craft checked for security by staff before use 
 Knots/lashings tied to minimise likelihood of entrapment 
 Staff training in use of rafted canoes 
 Safety boat should be available 

 Falls from banking  Staff need to make students aware of the drop into the 
river on the South side of the dam – this can be difficult to 
see due to vegetation growth 

 Injuries from lifting  Insistence on safe lifting of heavy canoes/kayaks 
 Share the load 
 Use of transfer chairs for mobility issues 

 Strong winds – 
collisions  

 Keep in shelter if possible  
 Consider rafting canoes together for ease of group 

management  

 Diving in shallow 
water 

 Supervision & briefing re: depth of water 

 Unauthorised use of  
canoes /equipment 

 Any equipment left at the dam should be secured  against 
unauthorised use  

Equipment 

 
 Staff should carry their own first aid equipment and bivvy bag 

Notes 
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SITE SPECIFIC 13.2  Paddlesports - Ripon Canal 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Drowning / injury 
at water margin - 
unsupervised by 
BPC staff during 
shuttle 

 Brief visiting staff to keep group well away (at least 2 m) from 
water during shuttle 

 BPC staff lone 
working during 
shuttle    

 Visiting staff to be issued mobile as well as BPC staff having 
theirs 

  Operating locks   No students to be in canoes / kayaks in locks 
 Careful briefing of group to avoid falling into locks 

  Other river users  There are 2 marinas on this short canal.  Therefore, potential 
for a lot of traffic exists.  Students to be briefed in best course 
of action to avoid other users 

 Leaving canal & 
entering River Ure   

 Activity leader to assess water levels in River Ure prior to 
entering lock 

 Note visual gauge on river right, downstream side of lock.  
This indicates suitability of flow for large river craft. 

Equipment 

 Lock key 
 BWB key 

Notes 

 Depot key needed if egressing at Bishop Monkton 
 BWB key needed to use lock outside Ripon Marina entrance 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
13.3 Paddlesports - Leeds/Liverpool Canal 
(Skipton)  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Water quality – 
possibility of infection 

 Avoid urban areas of canal if possible  
 Briefing to students to minimise immersion /ingestion of water  

 Collision with canal 
sides/swing bridges 

 Ensure participants are within sight at all times 
 Portage swing bridge if necessary 

 Locks – collision with 
other boats in lock 
gates from lock side 

 No students to be in canoes/kayaks in locks 
 Careful supervision required in and around lock sides 

 Road accident – busy 
traffic on Skipton – 
Silsden/Keighley road 

 Avoid using lay-bys for access/egress which are on main road 
– heavy traffic  

 If necessary to access/egress from weir road, then careful 
supervision is necessary 

 Swans  Briefing of group avoid nest sites and how to protect 
themselves with a paddle 

 Students to evacuate canal if swans are a persistent problem 
 Use a different section of the canal  

 Boat traffic  Students should be briefed regarding rules of river to avoid 
collision  

Equipment 

 

Notes 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
13.4  Paddlesports - River Ure - Bishop Monkton 
to Boroughbridge 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Drowning / injury at 
water margin – 
unsupervised by BPC 
staff 

 Visiting staff to be advised by BPC about hazard and to 
ensure students are away from the river whilst BPC staff 
are gone  from group during shuttle 

 Other river users/risk 
of collision  

 Students advised on the procedure if other craft 
approaching (river right) 

 Briefing/supervision on approaching Tower Marina 

 Separation of group 
and incident out of 
sight 

 Group briefed to ensure all boats are visible to each other – 
closer control in difficult conditions of flood or high winds 

 Consider other venues if conditions are too adverse for this 
trip 

 Entanglement in trees 
on river sides 

 Students briefed on procedure if caught in trees 
 Stricter/closer control of group if conditions dictate 

 High water levels/ 
strong winds  
increasing flows into 
trees on river banks  

 Check forecast  
 Consider rafting the canoes together to ease group 

management  
 Careful/closer  supervision  
 Abandon trip if unsuitable for group’s capabilities  
 Consider member of visiting staff not paddling solo when 

using canoes 

 Problem to BPC 
member of staff 
whilst lone working 
doing the vehicle 
shuttle 

 Staff to ensure that the visiting member of staff, who is 
supervising the group at the access point, has a mobile 
phone as well as the BPC member of staff to enable contact 
during shuttle. 

 Westwick Weir 

 This route should only be taken by authorised staff 
 The main weir has large anti scour boulders at the bottom 

and is generally unsuitable for running – portage river right 
or line boats down the fish ladder. 

 In very low levels it can be run with staff placed to stop 
boats before they reach the rocks at the bottom. 

 Being washed over 
weir at Westwick & 
Boroughbridge 

 Careful staff supervision of groups on approaching 
Westwick Canal and Tower Marina at Boroughbridge 

 Staff boat to shepherd group boats Staff to be last to leave 
the water  

 Westwick Lock – fall, 
collision with other 
boats in lock 

 No students to be in canoes in the lock.   
 Careful supervision in and around the lock side, as no 

fencing/protection from falls. 
 Students should wear buoyancy aids when close to the 

lock. 

Equipment 

 Appropriate safety equipment to be carried on trip in waterproof container by BPC staff 
 Lock key needed to operate Westwick Lock 

Notes 
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 Keys for Depot & Tower Marina are essential for this trip  
 Staff have discretion not to use helmets in suitable conditions (helmets should still be 

carried) 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
13.5 Paddlesports - River Ure - Ripon to Bishop 
Monkton 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Dog mess at Atrium 
Access 

 This area is popular with dog walkers. Brief students to avoid 
dog mess 

 Bridge pillars in 
flow 

 Brief students in how to safely approach bridges in rapids 
 Consider best method to manage group to avoid ‘bunching’ 

above bridge 
 Use C.L.A.P. principles 

 Other users (e.g. 
Motorcycles) at 
Lunch beach 

 Brief group as appropriate 
 Consider asking motorcyclists to desist 

 Larger river craft 
below Ripon 
Racecourse 

 River Ure becomes navigable here 
 Consider briefing group after final rapid 

Equipment 

 
 

Notes 

 Army Depot key essential if egressing at Bishop Monkton 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
13.6 Paddlesports - River Ure -  Mickley to 
Slenningford  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Drowning / injury on weir 
at Mickley & Slenningford 
(known as West Tanfield 
Weir) 

 Judgement required by BPC staff as to whether to shoot 
the weirs, if so where (normally river left at Mickley & river 
right at Slenningford). DO NOT shoot W. Tanfield Weir 
anywhere but river right - very dangerous stopper. 

 Students briefed at weir to prevent multiple capsizes and 
shoot weir one boat at a time 

 Consider lining weirs as alternative in canoes  

 Drowning/injury on 
moving water/rapids 

 Careful assessment of water levels needed (river can be 
fast flowing & powerful – even in Grade 2 section).  Can be 
rising days after heavy rain (large catchment area). Use 
internet information for river levels on day and tendency, if 
possible. 

 Consider a capsize drill for kayaks – required if using spray 
decks 

 Participants given careful briefing on procedure at rapids to 
help prevent multiple capsizes and employ appropriate 
group control. 

  

 Entrapment – 
canoes/kayaks 

 Adequate buoyancy in all craft 
 Students briefed on what to do in the event of entrapment 
 Group managed/strictly controlled/supervised in likely 

areas 
 Staff in optimal position to enable assistance 
 Participants ‘fitted’ to craft to enable ease of exit in event of 

capsize 

 Entrapment in trees 

 Abuse by Anglers, Land 
Owners and River Bailiffs 
thereby putting young 
people at risk 

 Briefing students 
 Careful supervision – placing staff to best advantage 
 Only paddle with the explicit permission of the land owner 

as per BCU Access Agreement (BCU directive – Sept 
2010) 

Equipment 

 Appropriate safety gear must be carried (minimum: First Aid, Bivvy Bag, Throw Line and 
Mobile Phone) 

Notes 

 This trip requires two competent staff, unless small capable groups, and permission from the 
Head of Centre (or Deputy) 

 The main hazards on this trip are the weirs.  Careful group supervision and awareness of 
water levels are key. 

 West Tanfield weir is very dangerous anywhere but river right and should only be shot in 
suitable conditions  
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SITE SPECIFIC 
13.7 Paddlesports - River Wharfe - Collingham to 
Wetherby Leisure Centre 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

  Parking in road 
while parking 
barrier removed 

 Use Hazards lights and position vehicle and trailer with care. 

  Opening overhead 
barrier at car park  

 Care when exiting vehicle on road.  
 Slide barrier across instead of removing it. 

 Drowning/injury on 
moving 
water/rapids 

 Careful assessment of water levels needed (river can be fast 
flowing & powerful – even in Grade 2 section).  Can be rising 
days after heavy rain (large catchment area). Use Internet for 
River Levels information.  

 Consider a capsize drill for kayaks – required if using spray 
decks 

 Participants given careful briefing on procedure at rapids to 
help prevent multiple capsizes. 

 Metal work in wall 
on river left of rapid 
at road bridge 
access 

 Brief participants to avoid wall in event of a capsize and 
manage group accordingly  

 Entrapment when 
swimming rapids – 
either on purpose 
or as a result of 
capsize 

 Staff to assess risk of swimmer entrapment in rapids 
 Careful briefing of participants as to appropriate defensive 

swimming technique. 

 Entrapment – 
canoes/kayaks 

 Adequate buoyancy in all craft 
 Students briefed on what to do in the event of entrapment 
 Group managed/strictly controlled/supervised in likely areas  
 Staff in optimal position to enable assistance 
 Participants ‘fitted’ to craft to enable ease of exit in event of 

capsize 

 Capsize in shallow 
sections of water 

 Use of helmets  
 Participant briefing to prevent capsize in shallow areas where 

practicable.   

 Entrapment in trees  Briefing students 
 Careful supervision – placing staff to best advantage 

 Accidentally 
shooting 
Weatherby weir 

 Do not travel down stream of leisure centre egress.  
 Brief and supervise students in the area of the egress – staff to 

be last to leave water. 

Equipment 

 Helmets to be worn 
 Appropriate safety gear carried (minimum: First Aid, Bivvy Bag, Throw Line and Mobile 

Phone) 

Notes 

 Calling the EA rivercall Northeast phone line to establish water levels provides a good 
assessment of levels prior to travelling to the venue (09066197722 – Option 4) as a guide, 
at a level of “0.2m Above summer levels at Flint Mill”, upstream travel may be difficult for 
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novices) OR (2010 onwards) – accurate river level information can be accessed via the 
Environment Agency website. 

 Wetherby Weir: Canoeists do not normally shoot Wetherby weir and there is an informal 
local agreement that asks canoeists to keep away from the weir.  

 This trip requires two competent staff, unless small capable groups and permission from 
the Head of Centre / Deputy. 

 The main hazards on this trip are the water levels and rapids.  Careful group supervision 
and awareness of water levels are the keys to a successful day. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 
 13.8  Paddlesports – River Wharfe - Addingham to 
Otley 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Paddlers 
approaching Low 
Mill Weir from 
below when 
accessing river. 

 Appropriate group briefings and supervision to avoid this 

 Bank erosion 
defences around 
Ilkley Golf Club 

 Brief group to avoid, supervise appropriately to minimise 
possible entrapments, remain vigilant for any changes in the 
defences that could cause new hazards to develop. 

 Access on road 
side in Ilkley – 
Close to road 
traffic 

 NYOLS staff to brief participants to be aware of traffic 
 NYOLS staff to supervise unloading of trailer closely to avoid 

impeding traffic 

 Debris on river 
bank at get in 

 Fly tipping has been a problem here. NYOLS staff to brief 
participants to avoid contact with harmful items 

 Entrapment on 
Denton road 
Stepping stones  

 Consider accessing the river below these stepping stones 
 NYOLS staff assess groups ability to negotiate the stones 
 NYOLS staff to brief participants and supervise appropriately.   

 Footballs on the 
river bank – 
students tempted 
to collect  

 Many balls end up in the river here due to sports fields on bank 
in Ilkley. Students are always tempted to retrieve balls without 
regard of the location. All participants briefed appropriately to 
avoid the same strainer that the balls are stuck in! 

 Greenholme Farm 
Weir se 165 473 

 NYOLS staff to assess groups capability to run the weir. Their 
decision must take in to account experience, capability, water 
levels, supervision, type of craft and appropriateness of the task. 

 Open Canoes may be able to be lined. 
 Simple and easy portage is available on river left. 

 Water intake for 
Mill Leat above 
Greenholme farm 
weir (far river 
right) 

 All participants and staff to avoid the intake for the mill leet.  
 NYOLS staff to brief and supervise appropriately.   

 Loading the trailer 
and bus in Layby 
on A660 close to 
fast moving traffic 

 Appropriate group briefing and management, ensure any kit isn’t 
left where it could cause obstruction of traffic entering the layby. 

 

 Entrapment on 
Stepping stones 
Below 
Greenholme farm 
weir 

 NYOLS staff assess groups ability to negotiate the stones 
 NYOLS staff to brief and supervise appropriately.   

 Mill leet outlet 
after Greenholm 
Farm weir 

 All participants and staff to avoid the intake for the mill leet.  
 NYOLS staff to brief participants and supervise appropriately.   
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 Rapid adjacent to 
road SE 188 454 – 
River funnels into 
river left strainers 

 NYOLS staff to brief participants and supervise appropriately.   
 Portage on debris bank river right if unsure of paddler’s ability to 

miss strainers on river right 

 Accidentally 
running Otley Weir 
at egress 

 NYOLS staff to brief participants and supervise appropriately.   

 Participants 
unsupervised 
during egress and 
trailer loading in 
Otley 

 NYOLS staff to brief participants and supervise appropriately.   
  

 Impeding public 
rights of way at 
Egress in Otley 

 NYOLS staff to brief participants and supervise appropriately.   

EQUIPMENT 

Suitable and sufficient equipment for the group and conditions must be carried. 

NOTES   

 
See detailed notes on access and egress in Paddlesports OP’s. 
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SITE SPECIFIC  13.9  Paddlesports – Grimwith Reservoir 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Large area of very 
exposed open water 

 BPC staff must be authorised to lead groups in moderate water 
conditions. 

 Appropriate levels of group supervision and training 
 Appropriate choice of craft. 
 Consider the use of a safety boat 

 Changing weather 
conditions due to 
very exposed 
location – in 
particular developing 
wind 

 Up to date weather forecast at closest possible time to launch 
 BPC staff to keep a ‘weather eye’ on changing conditions and 

supervise the group accordingly. 
 BPC to discuss alternative strategies of safe return to club 

house shore with T.I and visiting staff. 
 Consider having appropriate rafting kit available if paddling open 

canoe to assist group control in developing conditions. 
 Consider the use of a safety boat. 

 Other users – Sailing 
boats, powerboats 
etc 

 BPC staff to appropriately brief and manage the group  
 Give way to other users rather than expect them to give way to 

the group 
 Alert other users of your presence and intentions where 

appropriate. 

  Towing rafts with a 
safety boat – 
increased chance of 
swamping/breaking 
up 

 If this is considered appropriate then the raft must be of a 
suitable construction to withstand the rigours of towing. All 
lashings must be checked prior to towing. The raft must have 
suitable spread between the boats to allow water to pass freely 
between the hulls and prevent swamping 

 Manual handling of 
boats to and from 
waters edge – low 
water levels can 
require a long carry.  

 .Appropriate briefing of group to ensure safe lifting techniques   
 Appropriate footwear to be worn for the rocky shoreline 

 

 Manual handling of 
outboard for safety 
boat 

 Two people to lift and carry 
 Follow manual handling procedures.  

EQUIPMENT 

 Appropriate clothing for cold water immersion to be worn by all participants. Consider the 
use of steamer wetsuits 

 All buoyancy to be checked for security and inflation prior to launching 
 In kayak, waist mount towlines must be worn by all BPC staff – not stowed away in the 

kayak. 
 In Open Canoe – Rafting equipment must be carried sufficient for the whole group. 

NOTES   
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Generic  14. Dinghy Sailing and Windsurfing 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURE 

 Drowning  Wearing of Buoyancy Aids/ life jackets as required. 
Minimisation of potential entrapment/entanglement issues 
(see below) 

 Capsizes  Participants briefed on capsize procedures. Type of craft/ 
size of sail matched to ability of participants and  weather 
conditions 

 Entrapment, 
Entanglement 

 Craft maintained properly and ropes stowed appropriately. 
Mast head buoyancy used on larger boats to prevent full 
inversion. Staff trained in entrapment issues and to carry a 
knife. Appropriate safetyboat cover. Quick release hooks on 
trapeze harnesses. 

 Injuries from 
sudden contact 
with boom/ mast 

 Helmets worn by all students under the age of 18. Helmets to 
be worn by adults when deemed appropriate by activity 
leader. Appropriate safetyboat cover.  

 Lifting injuries  Staff trained in manual handling techniques. Appropriate 
planning and briefing to minimise dangers. Procedures for 
lifting and manoeuvring heavy objects outlined in operating 
procedures.  

 Consider the use of transfer chairs for mobility issues. 

 Drifting offshore/ 
Fleet dispersal 

 Appropriate briefings and designation of sailing area. 
Appropriate safetyboat cover. Agreed communication system 
craft/craft and craft/shore. 

 Collision with 
fixed objects/other 
craft/people 

 Appropriate briefings including likely hazards and ‘rules of 
the roads’. Liaison with other water users. Designated sailing 
areas. Agreed communication system craft/craft and 
craft/shore. 

 Sudden changes 
in weather and 
water surface 
conditions  

 Use of detailed weather forecast, tidal information (if 
appropriate) and continuous observation of conditions. Type 
of craft/ size of sail, sailing area used matched to ability of 
participants and weather conditions and altered appropriately 
in changing conditions. Appropriate safety cover 

 Running aground  Appropriate briefing on hazards. Appropriate management of 
type of craft/ size of sail, sailing area used matched to ability 
of participants and forecast weather conditions 

 Trailer related 
accidents 

 Careful handling of trailers and lifting of craft/ equipment. 
Staff to ensure all items on the trailer are carefully secured 
and to check trailer is in proper working order before use. 
Feet should be kept clear of trailer when using jockey wheel/ 
taking trailer on/off vehicle. 

 Lightning strikes  If a thunderstorm is imminent or occurring abort session and 
return all participants to shore as quickly as possible.  Shelter 
in buildings until thunder and lightning has completely 
subsided.  Follow the 30/30 Rule (see Risk Assessment (ii) 

 Rope burns  Use of gloves or if using spinnakers and in very strong wind 
conditions. 

 Trapped 
fingers/body parts 

 Appropriate briefings and care when coming alongside 
jetties/other craft / between board and rig. 
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 Injury during 
onshore simulator 
exercises 

 Appropriate management of/and briefings before and during 
simulator sessions. Helmets to be worn. 

 Equipment 
failure/damage/ 
separation 

 Regular maintenance and checking of equipment. 
Appropriate briefing of students, communication and safety 
cover. 

 Separation of 
participant from 
craft 

 Appropriate briefings, safety cover and look out procedures. 

Notes 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (ii and v) 
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SITE SPECIFIC 14.1  Sailing - Farnham (Ripon Sailing Club) 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Slips on pontoons – 
goose faeces 

 Briefing and supervision 
 No running on pontoon 

 

 Difficulties of 
communication 
between 
staff/students, safety 
boat/dinghies and 
other users  

 System of signals  
 Use of radios  
 Keeping within visual contact 
 Communicate sailing area to others users at venue /club 

officers of the day  

 Time taken to deploy 
safety boat 

 Safety boat moored on jetty, equipped, checked & ready for 
use 

 Dinghies sail within sight of each other at all times when 
rescue boat not manned  

 Appropriate consideration of distance from safety boat in 
relation to wind conditions 

 Safety boat always manned when pupils are sailing without 
instructors on board 

 Collision with sharp 
objects around 
parameter of lake 
grounding on 
shallow areas  

 Awareness of location by staff/students 

 Wreck collision  Awareness of small green marker buoys 

 Lifting injury – 
outboard engine 

 Two people to lift and carry 

 Fishermen casting  Avoid location 
 

Equipment 

 
 Knife should be carried by all staff 
 Safety gear to be carried in safety boat 
 The use of radios can make communication easier 

 

Notes 

  FARNHAM (Ripon Sailing Club) HAZARD MAP 
 
     Ripon Sailing Club Farnham – Hazards and Bylaws 

 No BPC sailing on Wednesday evenings or Sundays during club racing 
 No BPC groups sailing at weekends without prior formal arrangement 
 No jumping off the jetties/swimming 
 Steeply shelving shore on all areas except areas shaded on brown  
 Brown shaded areas shallow –danger of grounding 
 Under water wreck marked by several small green buoys 
 Small wooden fishing platforms positioned all around lake –sharp corners could cause 

damage to boats on impact 
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 Northern end of lake partially out of sight from southern end/ club house –ensure 
appropriate communication/ agreed sailing area 

 

North 

 
 
 
 
 
          Predominant wind 
        Direction  
                                  (North west) 
 
 
                                                                         w 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       Clubhouse      Jetties 
w = wreck hazard       

      = shallows     
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SITE SPECIFIC 14.2  Sailing & Windsurfing - Grimwith  

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Large exposed 
area of water 
/high altitude  

 Appropriate experienced staff to lead activities  
 Appropriate choice of craft – sail size, sailing area, activity 
 Appropriate planning taking account of weather forecast ( wind 

strength and direction) 
 Safety boat to be manned when novices on the water  

 Difficulty of 
communications 
staff -students, 
safety boat-
dinghies 

 System of signals 
 Use of radios 
 Keep in visual contact with all participants  
 Communicate nature of activities /sailing area with other users /club 

officer of the day  

 Slips /Trips on 
shoreline 

 Briefing and supervision  
 Suitable footwear to be worn 

 Dam wall and 
rocky shorelines 
–lee shores 

 Appropriate choice of sailing area  
 Appropriate sailing area demarcated 
 Awareness of increasing wind strength  

 Dispersal of fleet 
as this is a large 
area of water  

  

 Setting operating areas 
 Briefing regarding signal if needing assistance 
 Adequate safety boat cover – need for quickness in traversing 

reservoir – large expanse of water 
 Continual visual check on number of participants and craft on water 
                       

 Lifting injuries –
outboard engine/ 
windsurfers  

 2 people to lift and carry  
 Follow manual handling procedures 

 Transport of craft 
over rough 
terrain /over long 
distance  

 Take appropriate manual handling precautions  
  

 Hillfog  If visibility is affected by fog, limit the sailing area to the range of 
visibility or if very severe, curtail the activity 

Equipment 

 
 Radios  
 Safety gear onboard safety boat 

 
 

Notes 
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GRIMWITH (Yorkshire Dales Sailing Club) HAZARD MAP 
       
                Grimwith Reservoir – Hazards and Bylaws 

 No sailing in restricted area at any time 
 No landing on any shores other than south shore (except in an emergency) 
 No swimming 
 No powerboats unless supporting sailing activities or official powerboat training 

courses 
 No powerboat courses between 1st  March and 17th July 
 No high speed powerboating 
 Rocky foreshores, especially Dam wall - unsuitable for landing and hazardous as a 

lee shore  

 

 

North 

                                 

                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

                          
 

                                                       
 
       Launching area 

       Predominant wind 
              Direction                               New clubhouse 
          (South West)          
      
 
 
 

OUT OF 
BOUNDS 

 

Bridge 

Post 

Post 

  No Sailing –  
 1st March  
to 30th June 

Sailing 
All Year 
Round 

Wall End 
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Generic 15.   Powerboating & Use of Safety Boat 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Drowning  Wearing of buoyancy aids/lifejackets/helmets as appropriate 

 Capsizes, 
entrapment 

 Agreed communication system boat/boat and boat/shore, as 
appropriate.  Use of short-wave radios. 

 Ensure seaworthiness of craft 

 Lifting injuries 
 Careful handling of trailers and lifting of craft and other heavy 

weights, ensuring all items are adequately secured  
 Do not exceed safe load 

 Engine & 
propeller injuries 

 Cut engine on approach to swimmers 
 Kill cords” used every time engine is started 
 Use of prop guard 
 Use of two kill cords when teaching powerboating with under 16’s 

 Engine/propeller 
failure 

 Regular recorded servicing and safety checks 
 Alternative means of propelling the boat 

 Fire/fuel 
spillage/pollution 

 Flare pack, appropriate fire extinguisher and emergency kit in 
waterproof container if used on open water/sea 

 Secure storage of fuel/refuelling protocol applied 

 Pollution/debris 

 Check of water quality before use. 
 Visually check operating area for floating debris 
 Ensure fuel and/or oil containers are secure. 
 Engine regularly serviced 

 Drifting offshore 
 Detailed weather forecast, tidal information (if appropriate) and 

constant observation of conditions 
 Defined and agreed operating area 

 Sudden changes 
in weather and 
water conditions 

 Agreed communication system boat/boat and boat/shore, as 
appropriate.  Use of short-wave radios. 

 Effective method of communication with shore and with fleet 
 Appropriate protective clothing 
 Sun protection/eye protection 

 Collision with 
fixed objects 
/other craft/people 

 Apply specific RYA protocols for powerboat training courses, 
together with any additional event specific control measures 
required 

 Positioning of instructor alongside student driving boat, on same 
side as kill cord / controls. 

 Running aground  Defined and agreed operating area 

 Trailer accidents 
 Driver training 
 Use of banksman to direct driver 
 Clear communication 

 Towing hazards 
on the water  Use of appropriate methods of towing and knowledge of dangers 

Notes 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (i) and (ii) 
 The safety role of powerboats may mislead groups and leaders into thinking they are 

inherently safe.  Powerboats have the potential to increase the level of risk unless used 
with extreme caution and with due regard to good seamanship and the recommendations 
of the RYA. 
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SITE SPECIFIC  15.1 Powerboating – Farnham (Ripon Sailing Club) 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Lifting Injuries- 
manourvring 
outboard engine in 
slipway and jetties 

 Check condition of jetties before use 
 Use trolley to transport outboard engine where possible 
 Use of good manual handling techniques 

 Shallow areas 
around island and 
headlands 

 Staff familiarised with local hazards 
 Avoid operating in close proximity to island 

 Weed growth  If engine fails check propeller for weed 

 Engine/Propeller 
Injuries   

 Proper use of killcord at all times, cut engine if in close 
proximity to people in the water. 

Notes  

 Powerboats only to be used to support sailing activities. Written permission needed from 
Ripon SC committee to teach Powerboat courses at this venue 

 Due to engine performance issues there is no propguard on the outboard engine used at 
Farnham. 
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SITE SPECIFIC 15.2  Powerboating - Grimwith 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Large exposed area 
of water/high altitude 
causing large waves 
and cold conditions 

 Appropriate protective clothing, regular breaks. Good 
onshore facilities. Appropriate choice of activity and craft for 
the conditions.  

 Rough rock 
shoreline causing 
trips/slips 

 Protective footwear 
 Briefing and supervision 

 Dam wall and rocky 
shoreline – leeshore 
dangers 

 Designation of appropriate area of operation 
 Proper training in how to operate/ assist/ rescue on the lee 

shore 

 Lifting Injuries- large 
boats and engines 

 Use of trolleys for moving outboard engines. Use of manual 
handling techniques. Use of appropriate number of people 
when manoeuvring heavy boats on land 

 Transport of craft 
over rough 
terrain/long distance 

 Use of vehicles to tow boats 

 Water busy with 
other users 
(particularly at 
weekends) 

 Liaison with sailing club. Designated areas/times of operation 
if appropriate. Radio communications. Keep a good look out. 

 Hill Fog  If visibility is affected by fog, limit the operating area to the 
range of visibility and keep to low speeds or if very severe, 
curtail the activity 

Equipment 

 BPC radios are compatible with YDSC radios so communication between other users on 
the water and the shore is possible 

 Safety equipment carried on board, further safety equipment on shore, including a 
defibrillator in the club house 

Notes 

 Powerboat course can only take place at this venue after 17th July  and by arrangement 
with Yorkshire Dales Sailing Club – see operating procedures for details 
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Generic 
16. Outdoor Swimming (Sea, Lakes, Rivers, 
Swimming Pools with no Lifeguard) 

HAZARDS CONTROL MEASURES 

 Drowning 

 Conduct the activity in suitable conditions 
 Consider use of wetsuits/buoyancy aids 
 Swimming should not follow soon (less than 1 hour) after a 

main meal  
 Non/weak swimmers must be identified and excluded or 

made to use buoyancy aids 
 If the party is staying at a location with a swimming pool 

where no life guard provision is made (e.g. some overseas 
hotels), one of the party must hold the National Rescue 
Award for swimming teachers and coaches or NPLQ and an 
Emergency Plan must be agreed. 

 Drifting offshore 
Entrapment/ 
entanglement 

 Define and agree area to be used 
 Agreed signal system for clear communication 
 Local knowledge is essential 
 Young people counted into and out of the water 

 Pollution/debris  Good water clarity is an advantage 

 Collision with water 
craft 

 Avoid use of areas used by other craft 
 Use barrier or markers to separate swimmers from other craft 

 Water temperature  Conduct the activity in suitable conditions 
 Consider use of wetsuits/buoyancy aids 

 Water depth  Diving should not be permitted 

 Wildlife e.g. swans, 
geese etc.  Avoid swimming in areas occupied by aggressive water fowl. 

Notes 

 This must be read in conjunction with Generic Risk Assessment Number (ii and v)  
 Swimming in open water is potentially hazardous, requires very careful assessment by a 

qualified person and must always be adequately supervised. A disproportionate number of 
recent fatalities on school visits have been drownings (8 out of 12 deaths since September 
2000). Few of these had been planned swimming activities and thus had not been adequately 
risk assessed before hand. 

 Swimming in the sea increases problems caused by variable factors such as currents, rips, 
waves and longshore drift. 

 People that are good swimmers in pools are not necessarily as capable in open cold water.  
Sudden immersion can have a disabling effect and strong swimmers do drown. 

 


